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P A R T T H R E E 
AUTHORS AND TITLE INDEX UNDER THE SUBJECTS 121 
******** 
(i) 
AIM, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
The present study is intended to bring at one place in 
the form of annotations, I was given the task of preparing 
and annotated bibliography of 260 materials on Information 
sources in Arabic, as it was supposed that it might be of 
great. Use to the research scholars in this field. 
The material was collected in the seminar libraries of 
the Department of Arabic, West Asia Studies and Theology, 
A.M.U., Aligarh and Maulana Azad Library, A.M.U., Aligarh. 
STANDARD FOLLOWED: 
As far possible the International standard has been followed. 
After searching the literature entries were recorded on 
catalogue cards of 20 X 12 cm. size. The entries in the 
bibliographies contains abstracts giving essential 
information about the materials. Each entry has been given a 
subject Heading. 
ARRANGEMENT; 
The bibliography is in three parts. Part one deals 
with introduction and importance of information sources. Part 
two deals with bibliography. Entries in bibliographical part 
have been arranged alphabetical according to their subject. 
Each bibliographical entry contains the following items of 
information. 
(ii) 
(a) Serial Number 
(b) Surname of author 
(c) A comma (,) 
(d) Forename 
(e) A full stop (.) 
(f) Title of the documents including subtitle (a semi-
colon (;) in between title and subtitle and within 
bracket Arabic scripts) 
(g) A full stop ( . ) 
(h) Name of the place 
(i) A comma (,) 
(j) Publisher's name 
{k) A comma (,) 
(1) Year of publication 
(m) A full stop (.) 
(n) Pagination 
(o) A full stop ( . ) 
Specimen Entry is given below. 
HADIS, SAHIH BUKHARI, TRANSLATED, LECTURES. 
138. Qazi, A. Rahman. Fadl al-Bari i Ci:^\^\ ^^y^-» ) ; commentary 
on the Sahih al-Bukhari. Karchi, Indara-e-Uloom-e-
Shariyyah, 1975. 548p. 
English translation of a commentary on the Bukhari 
based upon lectures given by Indian traditions scholar 
(iii) 
Allamah Uthmani Deobandi. Bibliographical sketch of the 
author and biography of Imam Bukhari comprises only the 
first 65 ahadith. 
Part three deals with indices of author and title under each 
subject in alphabetical sequence. Index guides to the speci-
fic entry/entries in the bibliography. I hope it will be 




Today librarians face economic and technological 
pressures which are rapidly changing many concept of 
reference service. Public libraries must consider whether to 
continue to try to reach out to serve nonusers or to concen-
trate or serving the small but active use group. Active user 
mean those person who always come to use library resources. 
Academic libraries are faced with serious problems of rising 
cost for reference service and shrinking enrolments and 
budgets. 
What is reference service as its most fundamental/ it 
may be defined as answering questions. An individual has a 
query about a topic and approaches. The reference desk 
expecting the librarian to provide an answer or indicate 
where and how an answer may be found. Answers take as many 
form as questions. The Librarian may point (periodicals) look 
up data to answer question about the culture, population area 
of Saudi Arabia or search diligently for books articles and 
other documents to help answeers a query on the benefit and 
danger of nuclear power. 
The trend in library services for the last decade or so 
has been to given most reference service to those user. Whose 
education and background lead them to value information. As 
a group these people are some time called the information 
literates and they inevitably compose the professional strata 
of the middle and uper middle classes. 
When we speak of serving this group, it is usually in 
terms of supply information for the persons who operate 
within the academic, business, scientific, government or 
technological environment. 
At the other extreme are the non library users, those 
who in fact may be most in need of information but who rarely 
if ever, turn to the library. 
INFORMATION AND REFERAL SERVICES (I & R) 
Information and referal sfervices take many forms and 
have numerous names - Information counseling, community 
information, operation out reach, learning service etc. The 
primary purpose of I & R centers is to bring reference 
service to people where they work and where they live. 
Information and referal service is an effort by the library 
ro reach out to both users and non-users rather than execting 
the public to reach out to the Library. My project deals all 
types of reference material available at one place a useful 
tools to find out from where you can find information based 
on the above principles. The information center adapts the 
library to the need of people instead of asking them (as was 
the case too often in the past) to adapt to the needs of the 
library and the librarian. Centers are located in different 
places without library service. 
TYPES OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (I & R) 
I & R services might be called upon to answer such 
typical question as I am in need of some help to find the 
Hadith on Idd ul Zuha. Where do I go whom do I see where can 
I find. Information on a pre-Islamic -culture Do you have 
anything or anyone who can explain Islamic jurisprudence 
where can I find the list of books published in Arabic 
language on different topices in metaphysic, philosophy of 
Islam. 
Answers to the questions may be found by using regular 
reference sources or more likely, by using library files or 
sources of information and organisation to whom the librarian 
or the questioner may turn for information. 
There are almost as many reasons for the new interest 
in information as there commentators but it is a by product 
more of a new technology than of a new intellectual involve-
ment communication with the whole world is now available in 
almost anyone's living room. Rapid transportation bring the 
world even closer and whether by choice or by necessity, 
depleted resources and new centers of power link us all. 
Still information was around in one form or another for 
a good many years before the sudden recognition of its 
national and international importance. The new interest 
indicates several developments. First thanks to computers and 
data base, it is now possible to make information 
commercially viable. 
COMMUNICATION PATTERNS 
The communication process may be divided into given 
elements or counstants -
(1) The communicator or transmitter is the speaker, 
writer, artist, etc. 
(2) The message, or what the communicator delivers 
for most library purpose the message is generally 
known as information. 
(3) The method of transmission or the medium the 
communicator may deliver the message in the form 
of book, journal article, dialogue radio speech, 
film etc. 
(a) Here the information community including 
publishers producers indevers, etc enter in. 
(b) Through the medium the message is processed 
and recorded on any device from a printed 
page to a computer disk. 
(c) The Library then classifies and stores the 
message in the form given by the proceesors. 
(d) In most reference service, the transmission 
of the message usually implies an 
intermediate agent is the librarian who may 
assist in the transmission of the message by 
clarifying what type of informator or 
communicator is needed by searching the 
various methods of transmission etc. 
(4) The receiver is the listener, reader, observer, 
or any one who receives the message originated by 
the communicator or transmitter and sent via one 
of the numerous channels. 
INFORMATION SCIENCE 
Information science is an umbrella term almost all the 
services offered by librarians or non librarian out of the 
regular reference service framework. How does information 
science differ from basic reference works/ materials and 
services. The basic difference between information scientist 
and reference librarian is that the former will find specific 
bits of information for the user and will package that 
information for individual needs usually with the aid of 
machine readable data base. While the average reference 
librarian will generally find sources for the user but will 
^ •, •• find sources for the user but will never perform 
literature search. Materials most of the emphasis in on 
highly specialized material such as articles, reports, 
monography, manuscript etc. found in library or any other 
places. 
For good reference work it needs sources and is the 
function performed by reference librarian in providing 
reference service. 
While inquiry into the reference process will continue 
one thing is agreed on by all librarian must know sources of 
information. It is because of this that guides to reference 
materials and selection aids have been prepared. There are 
many notable examples and only a few are singled out here. 
The frequently used guide is Sheehy's Guide to reference books 
and A.J. Walford's Guide to reference material. My aim is 
to provide complete reference and information source found in 
Arabic language. The following types of reference books and 
sources are included: 
(1) Bibliographies and indexes which direct the user 
to other sources of information. 
(2) Sources of bibliographic information. 
(3) Dictionaries of all kinds. 
(4) Encyclopedias. 
(5) Yearbooks and handbooks. 
(6) Directories of persons and organisations. 
(7) Atlases and gazetteers. 
SOURCES OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
There have been designated as descriptive bibliography 
and systematic bibliography. The descriptive bibliography 
describe its physical state its format. This description 
involves recording its author or authors, title, place of 
publication, publisher, date of publication, size, number of 
pages, illustration and when applicable the series to which 
its belongs for example -
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, AUTHORS. 
9. Al-Horrammeli, Mohammad bin Hassan. Amal al-Ammel. ( 
y'^^^^^y <_y"* )• Baghdad, Undulus Press, 1385 A.H. 
484p. 
List of the authors, their published and unpublished 
books, biographies. About 1122 items arranged alphabe-
tically with name, place and title index. 
The systematic bibliography contain subject matter 
arranged in some system of cassification or proper subject 
headings in terms of some established system for example -
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ARCHEOLOGICAL, IRAQ, PRE-ISLAMIC PERIOD. 
8. Elias, Richard, S. A bibliography of Mesopotamian 
archaeological sites. Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, 1972. 
113p. 
List of publications relating to pre-Islamic sites in 
Iraq and those sites in Syria and Turkey that show 
typically Mesopotamian culture. 
The descriptive bibliography is concerned with the 
accurate identification and description of a book as a 
physical object while systematic bibliography is concerned 
with its subject matter. 
LIBRARY CATALOGUES 
Libraries are the principal repositories of recorded 
knowledge, it follows that the library catalogue is 
systematically records, by author, title, and subject, the 
books in a library collection is an important form of 
systematic bibliography for example -
CATALOGUES, I4ANUSCRIPTS, COINS, KHEDIVIAL-LIBRARy. 
36. Lanepoole, Stanley. Catalogue of the collection of 
Arabic coins preserved in the Khedivial library. 
London, Bernard Quaretch, 1897. 384p. 
Contains collection of Arabic coins, numbering 3000 
coins in the Khedivial library at Cairo. Related to 
Omayyad and Abbasid caliphs and various Egyptian 
dynasties. Indices for persons and mint are provided. 
UNION CATALOGUES 
From catalogues of individual libraries have developed 
general union catalogue which record in one sequence the 
holding or part of holding of two or more libraries either on 
cards or in book form such as -
CATALOGUES-UNION, SERIALS, MIDDLE EAST. 
46. Auchterloine, P. Union catalogue of Arabic serials and 
newspapers in British libraries. London, Mansell, 1977. 
xxi, 146p. 
Sponsored by the middle east libraries committee. 
About 1000 entries A-Z by Arabic title and by transla-
ted title. Entries give place of publication, 
frequency, first and last date of issue, languages, 
locations and holdings, variant titles. Indices in 
transliteration and Arabic script. 
Containing book and pamphlets unrestricted by subject, 
place or date of publication it constitutes the nearest 
approach to universal bibliogaphy. 
NATIONAL BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
Just as a library catalogue serves as an inventory of 
a library's collection. So a national bibliography serves as 
an inventory of titles published in a country with their 
prices e.g. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, EGYPT, TTH^-llTH CENTURY. 
16. Al-Kinidi, Abi Umar Mohammad bin Yousuf. Al-wulah wa 
kitab al Qudah. { ^L^i3\ ^__>u/S iyy t ). London, 
Luzac, 1912. 758p. 
Includes bibliographies of Arabic histories in Egypt 
from seventh to eleventh century A.D. life of 
al-Khindi, list of his works, true nature of source 
v/ith index and appendix by Ibn Ha jr. 
SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
Selective is most often applied to those bibliographies 
that record the best titles for a particular type of user. 
10 
library or subject. But it should be noted that all of the 
types listed thus for selective in another sense. A library 
catalogue is selective in that it lists only the holdings of 
a particular library. National bibliography is selective in 
being restricted to the out put of one country. Subject 
bibliographies are selective in dealing with only one subject 
or aspect of a subject and also may be selective in the other 
sense, by including only the best or most useful material on 
that subject. For example -
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, PRE-ISLAMIC - 1977 A.D. 
27. Anderson, M. ARabic materials in English translation a 
bibliography of works from the Pre-Islamic period to 
1977. Boston, G.K. Hall, 1988. 249p. 
Bibliography arranged alphabetically, brief annotat-
ions, and good index. Surprisingly comprehensive and 
useful substitute for Index Islamicus. 
SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
As the name implies, subject bibliographies are 
restricted to one subject but usually not restricted to one 
form of publication or one language. They may be 
retrospective or current, comprehensive or selective, e.g. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, SERIALS, SUBJECT. 
28. Aman, Mohammad M. Arab perodicals and serials; a 
subject bibliography. New York, Garland, 1979. 252p. 
11 
Subject listing of serials and periodicals in Arabic, 
English, French and other European languages published 
in the Arab countries. Includes current publications 
and some which have ceased; daily and weekly news-
papers, serials and annuals are included alongwith 
monthly and quarterly magazines and government spon-
sored series. Subject categories, such as Agriculture, 
Biology, Business and Industry etc. are in alphabeti-
cal therein. About 2,700 items. No index. 
INDEXES 
Indexes differ from book catalogues and trade biblio-
graphies in recording alphabetically and analytically under 
appropriate entries, the contents of a book periodical or 
other document, e.g. 
INDEXES, LITERATURE, PERIODICALS. 
220. Index Islamicus. Cambridge, Heffer, 1958. xxxvi, 897p. 
supp. 1956-80. 6v. quarterly. 1981-83. 3v. 
Classified guide to periodical literature with an 
author index. From 1977 books are also indexed. 
Entries arranged systematically, contains, current 
books, articles and papers on Islamic studies. 
CONCORDANCES 
Alphabetical lists of the important words in a text as 
they occur in context are called concordances examples include 
Quran concordance and Hadith concordance etc. e.g. 
12 
DICTIONARIES, STATISTICAL, WORDS AND ITS USAGE, QURANIC, 
1 0 6 . R o w h a n i , Mahmood. Al -Mujam a l - I h s a e e l i - A l f a z alnSuran 
al-Karim. ( C^J^V^^^V^')^ ^U/a-^^iLj^^ )• 
Mashhad, Astan Quds Razavi, 1990. 3v. 
Set of three volumes describes statistical dictionary 
of Quranic words, v.l. consist of number of verses and 
words in each surah and in other source of reference 
number and names of Surahs classified according to 
Meccah or Medinah revelation and number of derivative 
and non-derivative words in each surah, v. 2. and 3. 
describes frequency of occurrence of words, roots of 
Quranic words, words in the exceptional verses and 
their places, number of words beginning with each 
letter of the alphabet, their total frequency of occu-
rence and breakdown of frequencies with alphabetical 
index of all Quranic words with the graphic represen-
tation. 
ABSTRACTS 
Abstract differ from indexes in their arrangment which 
is hierarchical in terms of the appropriate aspects or sub-
divisions of a subject, because of this arrangement they also 
contains alphabetically arranged subject and author indexes. 
They are also differ from indexes in supplying a brief digest 
or summary of books articles or other documents relating to 
13 
the subject. A brief condensed accurate representation of the 
original articles with full bibliographic Abstract may vary 
in form as well as purpose, e.g. 
ABSTRACTS, RELIGIONS. 
228. Religions and Theological Abstracts. Youngtown, Ohio, 
Theological Publications, 1958. 
Quarterly with annual cummulations. Presents abstracts 
in English of select Christian, Jewish and Islamic 
Journals in Arabic, Persian and other different langu-
ages . 
SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
Bibliographies devoted to a single subject or aspect 
of a subject constitute the largest body of bibliographic 
publication and are often the first point of departure in a 
search for information. They may be retrospective or current 
comprehensive or selective annotated or unannotated, e.g. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HADIS, 2ND - 14TH CENTURY. 
10. Al-Kattani, Mohammad bin Ja'afar. Ar-Risalatu al-
Mustatrifah. (iJ^y)ai*4jL\5oL~.yt ) . Damishque, Darul Fikr, 
1964. xviii, 351p. 
Bibliographical list of authors and books on Hadith. 
About 1400 books on Hadith literature, 600 translated 
books on Hadith, and 200 famous books on Hadith 
written by eminent scholars around the world. From 2nd 
14 
century A.H. to 14th century A.H. all books and 
authors in this field are mentioned with author and 
title index. 
PERIODICAL INDEXES 
The periodicals provide a subject and some times 
author and title approach to individual articles in 
periodical. They are more upto date reflecting contemporary 
opinion on subjects or what is known about a subject at a 
specific time contain more specific subject heading 
reflecting current terminology. They reveal trends in 
certain subject fields, e.g. 
INDEXES, PERIODICALS, 18TH - 20TH CENTURY. 
221. Rossavi, N. Petter, ed_. Articles on the middle east, 
1947 - 1971; accumulation of the bibliographies from 
the Middle East Journal. Ann Arbor, Mich Pierian Pr. 
1980. 4v. 
Set of four volumes covers the muslim world from 
Morocco to Pakistan, emphasis on modern history, 
politics, social conditions language and literature 
from the last 18th century to the present. Broad 
topical arrangement; separate section for book reviews 
Annotation and index in v.4. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
Contain list of bibliographies some guide to literature 
15 
of subject fields always include lists of bibliographies, for 
example -
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES, LITERATURE, ECONOMIC. 
5. Bibliography of Economic literature on middle east 
1953-65. Beirut, American University of Beirut, 1967. 
458p. 
List of annotated bibliographies of economic 
literature on the Arab countries of the middle east 
during the 1953-1965. Classified geographically then 
by subjects. Entries collected from various bibliogra-
phical indices and abstracts only. VJorks written in 
Arabic, English and French are included about 5512 
items with author index. 
SOURCES OF BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
(1) Biographical sources are apt to reflect the prevailing 
critical opinion of the age in which they are 
published for examples -
BIOGRAPHIES, JUDGES, EGYPT, 7TH - 8TH CENTURY. 
180. Ibn Hajr Asqalani, Shahabuddin Ahmad bin Ali. Raf al-
Isr-An-Qudat Misr. Cairo, Darush-Sharq, 1886. 1180p. 
Biographies of the Judges of Egypt from the time of' 
the conquest of Egypt by Amr bin Aas. (663) upto the 
8th century. It divided into several Tabgat (groups) 
arranged chronologically. 
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(2) International biographical dictinaries usually give 
more emphasis to natinal of the country in which they 
are published, for example -
BIOGRAPHIES, SCIENTISTS AND HUMANITISTS. 
203 Al-Ghabrini, Abul Abbas. Unwan al-diraya fiman urrifa 
minal ulamae fi miatis ssabeate bebajaya. ( 
Beirut, Lajnatut Talif, 1969, 460p. 
List of 108 biographies in the field of science and 
humanities in the middle west countries in 7th century 
important places, historical and geographical back-
ground with alphabetical index. 
(3) Encyclospedias are a good source of information about 
persons no longer living less useful than current bio-
graphical directories for contemporaries such as Who's 
Who. 
(4) National biographical dictionaries record more 
national and usually give more information about them 
than international dictionaries. 
(5) Newspapers and peirodical indexes give good references 
for obituaries outstanding accomplishment. 
(6) Special biographical dictionaries such as -
DICTIONARIES, TERMS, BIOGRAPHICAL. 
107. Abu Zakaria, Yahya bin Sharaf al-Nawawi. Tahzibul Asma-
17 
wal-lughat. ( <S^ UJLi^ ^ U — / ^ c._-^  j-&-^ ) . 
Leiden, Brill Press, 193. 2v. 
Information source consisting of two parts. The first 
of which contains biographical notice of the person 
mentioned in the following works and second part deals 
with the technical words used in those works into five. 
(1) Mukhtasar al-Muzani by Ismail bin Yahya. (j>>^ 4<zLl^ ) . 
(2) Al-Mohaddab by abu Ishaq. ( -v^^\ ^'i^  «—**b^ —tr-^ ^ )• 
(3) Al-Tambih by Abu Ishaq. ( ^ ^.^^Vy^ ci._::i^ \ ) . 
(4) Al-Wajiz wa al-Wasit by al-Ghazali. ( ^ y i ^ 
)z^^\S^yy'})^)' (5) Al-Rowdat by Al-Nawawi. ( 
'JJ,^^_^.JN ). All are arranged alphabe-
tically. 
(7) Literary histories and handbooks such as literary 
works and handbooks are good sources of biographies, 
i.e. 
HAND BOOKS, ARCHITECTURES AND MONUMENTS. 
158. Muhammad, Said Ahmad. Asar-i-Akbrari. ( (_^^\}^). 
Agra, Akbrari Press, 1906. 8v. 
Set of eight volumes consist of bibliography of the 
historical perspective of Fathepur, Sikri and Agra. 
Building constructed by Mughal emperor Akbar with 
bibliography and comprehensive index. 
SOURCES ON WORDS 
General language dictionaries have been compiled in 
18 
modern times by individuals or learned society with one of 
two basic purposes that are inevitably related (1) to set 
authoritative standard for spelling, meaning and usage or 
(2) to record the words of a language with all their uses 
and meanings. Those dictionaries complied for the first 
purpose are known as prescriptive. Those dictionaries 
compiled for the second purpose are known as descriptive. 
May are published by reputable publishers. They have a 
qualified staff of consultants and contributors and have 
strong editorial staff of lexicographers directed by an 
experienced editor. 
A dictionary is to be used to define not only words 
we do no want know but we think the most difficult words to 
define are not the abstract or the technical, but the words 
associated with everyday speech or writing for example 
without a dictionary to explain the meaning of 'door' or be 
or in vocabulary can be considered in terms of the period of 
the language covered and the words or entries. The term 
include special features such as slang dialect obsolete 
forms and scientific or technical terms. It indlude 
prescribed rules for correct usage, spelling where there are 
several forms of spelling, they should be clearly indicated 
also indicate the etymology of a word by a short hand system 
in brackets. The normal procedure is to show the root word 
19 
in Latin, Hebrew, Urdu or some other languages provide 
methods of pronunciation synonym and sylabication. 
Specilized dictionaries such as slang synonyms, antonyms, 
abbreviations and acronyms. Subject dictionaries bilingual, 
e.g. 
DICTIONARIES, TERMS, TECHNICAL, BILINGUAL, GERMAN. 
109. Wadi Fanus, Al-ganus al-fani. Arabi-almani. ( ,^ UJ,I 
^ ^ ). Al-Qahira, Matbaat al-taqaddan, 1962. 968p. 
About 25000 entries, includes translation of selected 
Arabic texts into Germany. Covered all technical 
terms and phrases in the field of science and techno-
logy. Arranged alphabetically with index. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS 
It usually will includes detailed survey articles 
often with bibliographies in certain fields or areas, 
explanatory material normally shorter and brief 
informational data such as the birth and death dates of 
famous people, geographical locations and historical events. 
Encyclopedias may be divided into three categories (1) by 
format - there are general and subject set of 15 volumes of 
the Lisan al-Arab e.g. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, BIOGRAPHICAL, GENERAL. 
149. Ibn Manzoor, Abul Fazal Jamaluddin Muhammad bin 
Mukarram. Lisan al-arab. ( v^ V"^ « ' T ^ ^ ( J - > ^ - ^ ^' 
Beirut, Dare-Sadir, 1955. 15v. 
20 
Set of 15 volumes listed poets, writers, kings, 
orators, commentators and their biographical sketch 
and word meaning in different sences, arranged alpha-
betically, v.l. deals with Alif to Ba. v.2. deals 
with Ta to Ha. v.3. Kha to Zal. v.4. deals with alif 
to Ain under Ra v. 5. deals with Chain to end under 
alphabet Ra to Za. v.6. deals with Sin and Shin. v.7. 
deals with later three letters respectivley. v.8. Ain 
and Chain, v.9. deals with Fa only. v.10. deals with 
both Qafain. v.11. deals with Lam only. v.12. Mim 
only. V.13. deals with latter three letters successi-
vely. V.14. deals with Wao and Ya upto Dzad letter 
and V.15. deals with rest alphabets with good compre-
hensive index at the end of each volume. 
(2) by scope - here the division is either general, e.g. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, ARABS, TRANSLATED, FRENCH. 
146. Bustani, Butrus. Encyclopedie arabe. Beirut, Daratul 
Ma'arif, 1876-1900. 30v. 
Set of 30 volumes of first attempt at an Arabic Ency-
clopedia along modern lines with French index of 
French articles, work translated from Qamus al-Amm Li 
Kull-e-Funn wa-Matlab. ( (_J^ --i \^ (•UJ^ ^^ r**-'^  ^  ' 
by Faud Afrain Bustani. 
or by subject, e.g. 
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ENCYLOPEDIAS, ASTRONOMY. 
147. Al-Biruni, Abu Raihan. Al-Qanunu'1-Masudi. { \-^^ 
<;^^-U\^yUJ\ ) . Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif, 1954- 3v. 
Encyclopedic work in the field of Astronomical 
science compiled at first in 1030 A.D. Contains 
certain theories which discovered in Europe in 17th 
century. Collected fresh information and microfilms 
and requisite data for standardization, technical 
subject matter, enormous astronomical tables, dia-
grams, figures, mathematical calculations, geometri-
cal and trionometrical problems and its solutions are 
given. These volumes divided into various chapters 
and at the end good index. 
(3) by audience - the general work may be for child or lay 
person, e.g. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, BIOGRAPHICAL, ISLAMIC. 
151. Jauzi, Jamaluddin. Kitabos Sifatis Safwa. ( 
JlJL^^cS->\la^-^^'—^^ ^  • Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif, 
1934-37. 4v. 
Encyclopediac work deals with biographies started 
from Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) and concluded on his 
companions and others who are his Ummat (followers), 
v.l. covers Mohammad and ends on 4th Calip Ali. v. 2. 
starts with the commemoration of Sahabiyat, divided 
into 7 categories, v. 4. covers whole Arab world. 
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person who are associated with Basra, Abla, Abadan, 
Shiraz, Arjan, Bahrain, Nisapur, Bukhara, Sham and 
Egypt etc. Later two divided into 8 categories and 
rest into seven, also describes about JINNAT ( cs>^ l-^  ) 
including contents. 
YEARBOOKS 
A yearbook is an annual compendium of data and 
statistics of a given year. The yearbook's fundamental 
purpose is to record the year's activities by country, 
subject, or specialized area, A yearbook will be more useful 
if the reader wishes a limited amount of background 
information on a recent development or seeks a fact not 
found in a standard almanac, e.g. 
YEAR BOOKS RELIGION. 
157. Cutler, Donald. R., ed. The world year book of 
religion; the religious situation. London, Evans Bro-
thers, 1969. 992p. 
Different problems faced by different peoples in the 
world. Analysed these problems and solved in it on 
behalf of the religions such as abortion, population 
problems, wiban riots, seculerism, etc. 
HAND BOOKS AND MANUALS 
A hand book is a compilation of miscellaneous 
information in a compact and handy form. A manual is an 
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instruction book, which provides instructions as how to 
perform a job by means of specific and clear directions. 
Both are ready reference sources for given fields of 
knowledge. With some exertions, most hand books and manuals 
have a limited scope commonly. There are scores of general, 
specific subject areas and sub-sections of those areas hand 
books and manuals, e.g. 
HAND BOOKS AND TRADITIONS, SIHAE-SITTA. 
165. Wensinck, A.J. A Hand book of early Muhammadan Tradi-
tion. Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1927. xvii, 269p. 
Information sources of books in different collections 
of traditions such as Siha' e-Sitta. ( Sc::w...-v-» 7; l>^ ^ * 
Arranged alphabetically with name of the persons, 
places and works. No index. 
MANUALS, WARS-STRATEGY. 
17D. Al-Ansari, Umar Ibn Ibrahim al-awai. Tafrij al-Kurubfi 
tadbir al-Hurub. ( <_.^  IV^^u-O ^  <_^ j>/^ ^ ^ ^-^ )• 
Cairo, American University, 1961. 130p. 
Contents three chapters about the management of wars 
and nature of battles. List of 75 books with annota-
tions and glossary on military terms with abbrevia-
tion and index. 
DIRECTORIES OF PERSONS AND ORGANISATIONS 
A directory as a list of persons or organisations, 
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systematically arranged, given addresses, affiliations, etc. 
for individuals and addresses, officers, functions and 
similar data for organisations. 
Directories are easier to use than any other 
reference tool, chiefly indicated in the title and the type 
of information is (1) limited by up-to-date, biographical 
information on an individual, (2) historical and current 
data about an organisation (3) data for commercial use, such 
as selecting a list of individuals and organisations for 
mailing in a particualr area. There are many ways to 
categorize directories such as (a) general: internatic-i;il, 
e.g. 
DIRECTORIES, ARAB COUNTRIES. 
239. Rudkin, A. A book world directory of the Arab coun-
tries. London, 1981. xiv, 143p. 
Covers twenty countries, entries concise and factural 
by country and in upto six sections for each; 
libraries; book sellers; publishers; institutional 
publishers; newspapers; periodicals. Has minor cri-
ticism that some of the information is upto two 
years out of date. 
(b) others: scientific and learned societies, trades, 
professionals, etc. e.g., 
DIRECTORIES, PERIODICALS. 
240. Arab league educational, cultural and scientific Orga_ 
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nisation, Arab periodicals; general directory of 
current periodicals issued in the Arab world. Cairo, 
1973. 99, 273p. 
Text in Arabic and English gives all subjects infor-
mation especially latest information in the field of 
science and technology. 
ATLASES AND GAZETTEERS 
The Library of Congress defines an atlas is all 
forms of cartographic materials normally added to the 
collections of the library, including flat maps and charts, 
collections of maps, terrain models, globes, etc. More than 
four hundred years ago the terms "atlas used by Mercator"to 
describe a collection of maps bound up in a volume. The 
popularity of the atlas was rapidly established with 16th 
century. When the art of chromolithographic printing for 
maps was mastered at the turn of 19th century the scope of 
atlas production was widened considerably. It may be 
categories international and national, e.g., 
ATLASES. 
229. Arab information centre. Strategic Arab world. Scale 
1, 8, 000, 000. New York, 1960, 118p. 
Coloured tropographical maps to indicate league of 
Arab state showing holy places, historical and 
archeological sites, agricultural and pastural, mine-
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ral deposits, desert areas, oil pipe lines, major 
roads and railways and also military bases with full 
index. 
ATLASES, HISTORICAL, PRE-ISLAMIC - 20TH CENTURY. 
237. Balakhi, abi Jaid Ahmad bin Sahl. Kitabu Suarul 
Aqalim. ( j^ \3Vi «--«^ <—'"^  )• Leiden Brill Press 
1967. 8v. 
Set of eight volume describes the whole world from 
pre-Islamic period to 20th century. Islamic countries 
with details of important cities, biggest river, sea, 
mountains and physical nature of the Arab world with 
alphabetical index. 
In one sense, the index in any atlas is a gazetteer -
that is a geographical dictionary or finding list of cities, 
mountains, rivers, population and the features in the atlas. 
The number of gazetteers and the indexes found in good 
atlases. The fact that most information sought by the lay 
person can be found in even greater detail in a general or 
geographical encyclopedia does not increase the use of 
gazetteers. Their primary value is as a source for locating 
places possibly over looked by a standard atlas and as 
informal indexes, e.g. 
GAZETTEERS, WORLD-MUSLIM. 
243. Khalid Ikramuall Khan, £d. World Muslim gazetteer. 
Karachi, Umma Pub. Home, 1975. 986p. 
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Gives historical development and statistical survey 
about economic advancement and educational progress. 
Divided into four parts. Part 1. independent muslim 
countries. Part 2. muslim countries or areas under 
control by non muslim. Part 3. organisations in 
muslim world. Part 4. muslim world in figures, muslim 





BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH, ARAB 
VJORLD, 19TH - 2 0TH CENTURY. 
1. Cairo Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyah. ( ) 
Bibliographical list of the Arab world. Cairo, Nat. 
Lib. Pr., 1960-65. no. 1-10. 
Each number lists 19th and 20th century works in 
various languages. Title, headings etc., in English 
and Arabic. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH, 
BAGHDAD. 
2. Awad, Gurgis, comp. Jamharatul marajea al-Baghdadia. 
Baghdad, Ar-Rabita Press, 1962. 738p.( ) 
List of bibliographies published from Baghdad since 
foundation of Al-Rabita till now. About 5,357 
materials in Arabic and 1068 in English are 
provided. Arranged alphabetically v/ith index. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES, EGYPT. 
3. Anawati, R.P.M.M. Bibliographie des ouvrages Arabes 
Cairo, Institut Francais, 1949. 660p. 
List of annotated bibliographies on Egypt in 
different field of knov/ledge. About 854 items with 
author index both in French and Arabic. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ISLAT^, TRILINGUAL, PERSIAN-
TURKISH. 
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4. Geddes, Charles L. Analytical Guide to the biblio-
graphies on Islam, Mohammad and the Quran. Denver, 
Colo, American Institute of Islamic Studies, 1973. 
347p. 
About 200 annotated bibliographies. Titles in other 
foreign languages, e.g. Arabic, Russian and French 
etc. Bibliographies published in monographic forms. 
Arranged alphabetically by author with subject 
index. Materials include in Arabic, Persian, 
Turkish as well as European languages. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRPHIES, LITERATURE, ECONOMIC. 
5. Bibliography of Economic literature on mddle east 
1953-65. Beirut, American University of Beirut, 
1967. 458p. 
List of annotated bibliographies of economic 
literature on the Arab countries of the middle east 
during the 1953-1965. Classified geographically 
then by subjects. Entries collected from various 
bibliographical indices and abstracts only. VJorks 
written in Arabic, English and French are included 
about 5512 items v/ith author index. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES, MEDIEVAL - 1919 A.D. 
6. Sarkis, Yousuf alyan. Mujamul Matbuatil Arabia. 
( ^^y^\ :^^_j.^jsX\^f^ ) Baghdad, Maktabatul, Misri, 
1928. 2Q23p. 
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List of biblioyraphies from the beyinning of Arabic 
printing until the end of 1919. Arranged chronologi-
cally name of the books and authors, v;ith 150 pages 
alphabetical index. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ARAB WORLD, 1914 - 1917 A.D. 
7. Mam, C.E., comp. Arab culture and society in change; 
a partially annotated bibliography of books and 
articles. Beirut, Dar el-Mashreq Pub., 1973. 318p. 
List of books and articles dealing with Arab v;orld 
in their contacts v/estern culture from first v/orld 
war to the present. Topical arrangement with index 
by authors, persons, regions and broad subjects. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ARCHEOLOGICAL, IRAQ, PRE-ISLAMIC PERIOD. 
8. Elias, Richard, S. A bibliography of Mesopotamian 
archaeological sites. Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, 1972. 
113p. 
List of publications relating to pre-Islamic sites 
in Iraq and those sites in Syria and Turkey that 
show typically Mesopotamian culture. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, AUTHORS. 
9. Al-Horrammeli, Mohammad bin Hassan. Amal al Ammel. 
c:^^) . Baghdad, Undulus Press, 1385 A.H. 484p. 
List of the authors, their published and unpublished 
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books, biographies. About 1122 items arranged 
alphabetically with name/ place and title index. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HADIS, 2ND - 14TH CENTURY. 
10. Al-Kattani, Mohammad bin Ja'afar. Ar-Risalatu al-
Mustatrifah. (.5J.Jail^^^L^^) ). Damishque, Darul Fikr, 
1964. XVIII, 351p. 
Bibliographical list of authors and books on Hadith. 
About 1400 books on Hadith literature, 600 translated 
books on Hadith, and 200 famous books on Hadith 
v/ritten by eminent scholars around the world. From 
2nd century A.H. to 14th century A.H. all books and 
authors in this field are mentioned with author and 
title index. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BILINGUAL, FRENCH. 
11. Anawati, R.P.M. Bibliographie Des o urrages Arabes. 
Cairo, Institute of Francais, 1949. 331p. 
Comprehensive bibliographical work in French. 854 
items incorporated and two indices in French and 
Arabic. Bibliography • divided into the subject 
headings. 
A - Religion. B - Philosophy. C - Literature. D -
History and Geography. E - Arts and Archaeology. 
F - Sciences Pure and Applied. G - Education. H -
Economics. I - Government Reports, Catalogues and 
J - Supplement. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BOOKS AND PERIODICALS, EGYPT, PAKISTAN, 
IRAN. 
12. Hussain, Asaf. Islamic movements in Egypt, Pakistan 
and Iran; an annotated bibliography. London, 
Mansell, 1983. 168p. 
Critically examined the political role of Islamic 
movements in the countries mentioned by providing an 
annotated listing of books and journal articles; 
country arrangement; annotations intend to bring out 
the essential points of the article or book and in 
many cases the view point of the authors. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, DIALECTS. 
13. Sobelman, Harvey. Arabic dialect studies; a selected 
bibliography. Wash., CALMLA & MEI, 1962. lOOp. 
Discussion and bibliography of studies on Syrian, 
Egyptian, Arabian Penisula, Iraqui, North African 
and Maltese Arabic. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, DICTIONAIES. 
14. Ghali, Wajdi Rizq. Al-Mujamat al-arabiya; Bibliy-
ujrafiya Shamila Mashruha. ("^ i^u\li,u;\ ,JI-^ -^ —^ r^ '^^ w^ -'''^  • 
Cairo, Daral - Fikr, 1971. 536p. 
List of 707 dictionaries divided into monoglot, 
bilingual and polygot, copiously annotated in Arabic 
with shorter version is the author's Arabic 
dictionary; an annotated bibliography includes most 
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of the dictionaries published during 1971 with index. 
Extra ordinary bibliographies and reference sources. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, DISSERTATIONS, UNIVERSITIES - INDIAN. 
15. India. Inter-University Board. Bibliography of 
doctoral dissertation; humanities 1857-1970. New 
Delhi [s.l.], 4v. 
Information about doctoral theses accepted by Indian 
universities has been corrected and classified 
according to DDC. Volume four deals with humanities 
about 251 dissertations are listed in Arabic. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, EGYPT, 7TH-11TH CENTURY. 
16. Al-Kindi, Abi Umar Mohammad bin Yousuf. Al-wulah v/a 
kitab al Qudah. ( L^l^ lJ^ ._->LU jj ^  V ;^ '^ )• London, 
Luzac, 1912. 758p. 
Includes bibliographies of Arabic histories in Egypt 
from seventh to eleventh century A.D. life of 
al-Kindi, list of his works, true nature of sources 
v;ith index and appendix by Ibn Ha jr. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FOREIGN RELATIONS, AFRICA. 
17. Zoghby, Samir M. Arab-African relations, 1973-75; a 
guide. Wash., Library of Congress, 1976. 26p. 
List of books and periodical articles on contempo-
rary relations between Arab states and sub-Saharan 
Africa are arranged by author with a subject index 
and brief annotation. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GENERAL. 
18. Altoma, Salih J. Modern Arabic literature; a 
biblic^rapy of articles, books, dissertation and 
translations in English. Bloomington, Indiana Univ., 
1975. 73p. (Indiana Univ., Asian studies research 
Institution occasional papers, no.3) 
Guide to materials. Classed listing V7ith author 
index; dissertation appear in a separate listing 
without subject approach about 850 items. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GENERAL. 
19. Anwar, Moazzam. Jamal al-Din al-Afghani; a muslim 
intellectual. ( (i^ U^ y^ /r-"J^ <^:>^ ^^ -+-^  )• ^^^ Delhi, 
Concept Pub., 1984. 157p. 
Bibliographical work of Jamaluddin Afghani, (1838-
1897). List of abbreviation, select bibliography and 
index are provided. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GENERAL, 9TH CENTURY. 
20. Al-Sakhawi, Mohammad Ibn Abdur Rahman. Al-dzav/ 
al-lamee Le ahle qarnis tasee. (J^-O.L:J,\ M ^ Le>^^^l^-(^') 
Cairo, Maktaba al-qudsi, 1353-5. 12v. 
Set of twelve volumes, consists of bibliographies, 
listed alphabetically and chronologically in the 
field of various subject. Covered only 9th century 
A.H. good reference book and included comprehensive 
index at the end of each volumes. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HADIS. 
21. Wensinck, A.J. Al-Mujam al-mufahhiris alfaj el 
hadith. ( ..^).:--:>y d> o^ J^  i^U3^;^^7^-^^ ^ ^ ) • 
Leiden, Brill Press, 1936. 7v. 
Set of seven volumes. List of words occured in the 
Sihae Sitta. { .2.i:-~-»^ VJSV^  ). Arranged alphabetically 
v.l deals with Alif to Ha. v.2 deals with Kha to 
Sin. v.3. deals with Shin to Toe. v.4. deals with 
Zoe to Chain, v.5. deals with Chain to Kaf. v.6. 
deals with Kaf to Nun. v. 7. deals with Noon to Ya. 
with author and title index at the end of each 
volumes. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, LINGUISTICS. 
22. Bakalla, M.H. Arabic lingustics; an introduction and 
bibliography 2d. rev. ed. London, Mansell, 1983. 741p. 
List about 5,500 items in some 20 languages, with 
separate sections for materials in Occidental and 
Oriental languages. Introductory essays on various 
aspects of Arabic lingustics preceded the 
bibliography. Index of subjects and names. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, LITERATURE. 
23. Beesto, A.F.L., ed. Arabic literature to the end of 
the Umayyad period. Cambridge, Univ. Press, 1983. 
576p. 
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Broad scope includincj religious, historical, scienti 
fie and other writings. Subjects covered include 
nature of Arabic language and book, Pre-Islamic 
literature, Quran and body of Hadith literature, 
influences on Arabic literature of Greeks, Persians, 
and Syrians. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, LITERATURE, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH, SOVIET 
MIDDLE EASH. 
24. Bolton, Alexander Rollo Colin. Soviet middle east 
studies; an analysis and bibliography. Oxford, 
Oxford Univ. Pr., 1959. 8pts. in Iv. 
Annotated listing of both book and periodical 
materials in Arabic and English. Arranged 
alphabetically with index. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, LITERATURE, JORDAN, LEBANON AND SYRIA. 
25. Patai, Raphel. Jordan, Lebanon and Syria; an annota-
ted bibliography. New Haven, Human relation Area 
Files, 1957. 289p. 
Includes books and articles, with (1) a section on 
the area generally, followed by (2) a section on 
each of the three countries. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, LITERATURE, QURAN. 
26. The Cambridge history of Arabic literature. Cambridge, 
Univ., Pr., 1983. Iv. 
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Presents chapters by an international roster of 
scholars; Includes bibliography of translations of 
the holy Quran into European languages, glossary, 
list of sources quotated and index. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, PRE-ISLAMIC - 1977AD. 
27. Anderson, M. Arabic materials in English translation 
a bibliography of works from the Pre-Islamic period 
to 1977. Boston, G.K. Hall, 1988. 249p. 
Bibliography arranged alphabetically, brief annota-
tions, and good index. Surprisingly comprehensive 
and useful substitute for Index Islamicus. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, SERIALS, SUBJECT. 
28. Aman, Mohammad M. Arab periodicals and serials; a 
subject bibliography. New York, Garland, 1979. 252p. 
Subject listing of serials and periodicals in Arabic, 
English, French and other European lanuages published 
in the Arab countries. Includes current publications 
and some which have ceased; daily and weekly news-
papers, serials and annuals are included alongwith 
monthly and quarterly magazines and government spon-
sored series. Subject categories, such as Agricul-
ture, Biology, Business and Industry etc. are in 
alphabetical order with title arranged alphabeti-
cally therein. About 2,700 items. No index. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES, SOCIAL SCIENCE, TRILINGUAL, ENGLISH-FRENCH, 
MIDDLE EAST, 1948 - 1973. 
29. Atiyeh, George Nicholas. The contemporary middle east 
1948-1973; a selective and annotated bibliography. 
Boston, G.K. Hall, 1975. 664p. 
Classed bibliography v/ith author and subject index, 
emphasis on social sciences mainly in Arabic, 
English and French. Nearly 6,500 items. Intended for 
the student and beginning researcher. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, TRANSLATIONS, ENGLISH. 
30. Bevis, Richard W. Bibliotheca cisorientalia; an anno 
tated chcklist of early English travelbook on the 
near and middle east. Boston, G.K. Hall, 1973. 317p. 
Author listing with in five sections; English langua 
ge travelbook; Translation from Arabic into English; 
collections; Biography; Criticism and scholarship; 
Bibliography. Briefly annotated Library location are 
indicated. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, TRANSLATIONS, QURAN. 
31. Binark, Ismet. World bibliography of translations of 
the meaning of the Holy Quran. Istanbul, The resea-
rch centre, 1986. xcix, 914p. 
Printed Quran translations in 65 languages have been 
noted. Complete translations were printed 829 times. 
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About translations of Quran in the present work con-
sist of 2672. Starts an essay about the history of 
translating the meaning of the holy Quran in English 
and Arabic/ work consist of 81 library collection in 
different countries. Name/ title and chronological 
index are placed at the end. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES/ TRILINGUAL/ FRENCH-ENGLISH. 
32. Bibliographie de la culture arabe contemporaine. Sous 
la direction de Jacques Berque. Paris/ Sindabad 
Presses de I' Unesco, 1981. 483p. 
Classified partially annotated bibliography on vari-
ous aspects of contemporary Arabic culture/ 
including the social/ political/ historical and reli-
gious background. Arabic titles are given in transli-
teration in the body of the work/ but there are author 
and title indices in Arabic as well as a general in-
dex of names, Annotation in French or English and 
Arabic. 
CATALOGUES 
CATALOGUES - DOCUMENTS/ ISLAJ^ IIC. 
33. McGill University. Institute of Islamic studies; the 
library catalogue. Boston/ G.K. Hall, 1977. 398p. 
List of 75/000 and the largest collection of periodi-
cals on Islam. Includes 500 reels of microfilms of 
rare Arabic books and manuscripts. 
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CATALOGUES, MANUSCRIPTS. 
34. Macdonald, John. Catalogue of Oriental Manuscripts-VI 
Arabic 251-300. Leeds University, Deptt. of Semetic 
language and literature, 1962. 70p. 
Indicates the previous catalogue contains 250 Arabic 
manuscripts. Contents of Modus operandi. Acknowledge 
ment, Arabic manuscripts 251-300., Descriptins, 
Indices - subject. Authors and titles. 
CATALOGUES, MANUSCRIPTS. 
35. Shaukat Ali Khan, ed. Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts. 
Tonk, Arabic and persian Research Institute, 1980-83. 
3v. 
Set of three volumes. v.l. deals with Quranic 
sciences and science of traditions. About 467 items, 
bibliography with index, v. 2. Arabic language and 
literature. About 500 manuscripts catalogued with 
good index, v. 3. Covers prayers. Theology, Usui ul 
Fiqh etc. deals with 642 Arabic manuscripts. Divided 
in 6 chapters with bibliographies. 
CATALOGUES, MANUSCRIPTS, COINS, KHEDIVIAL-LIBRARY. 
36. Lanepoole, Stantley. Catalogue of the collection of 
Arabic coins preserved in the Khedivial library. 
London, Bernard Quaretch, 1897. 384p. 
Contains collection of Arabic coins, numbering 3000 
coins in the Khedivial library at Cairo. Related to 
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Omayyad and Abbasid caliphs and various Egyptian 
dynasties. Indices for persons and mint are provided. 
CATALOGUES, MANUSCRIPTS, GARRETT. 
37. Mach, R. Catalogue of Arabic manuscripts in the 
Garrett collection in Princeton University Library. 
London. Princeton Univ. Press, 1977. VIII, 515p. 
Collection acquired 1942. 52750 entries, classified 
arrangement. Somewhat eagre information given. Index 
of authors and titles. 
CATALOGUES, MANUSCRIPTS, GENERAL. 
38. Gracek, A. Catalogue of the Arabic manuscripts. London, 
SOAS, 1981. X, 306p. 12 plates. 
400 items in 394 entries includes work on traditional 
Islamic disciplines. Mathematics, Astronomy, Medicine, 
Falconry, Archery Military equitation. A-Z by titles, 
index of personal names and verses, subjects, chrono-
logical, numerical, transliteration tables, abbre-
viations . 
CATALOGUES, MANUSCRIPTS, INDICES. 
39. Chandrasekharan, T. Alphabetical index of Arabic Manus-
cripts in the government Oriental Manuscripts Library. 
Madras, Govt, of India, 1963. 77p. 
Information about the number of pages and number of 
lines on a page, condition of manuscript, mode of 
writing, subject matter, extent and author and summary 
of the contents. Dealt in different sections. About 
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316 manuscripts are catalogued. 
CATALOGUES, f^ANUSCRIPTS, ISLAMIC-ARABIC, MINGANA. 
40. Gottschalk, H.L. Islamic Arabic Manuscript; Catalogue 
of the Mingana collection. Brimingham, The Selly Oak 
Library, 1950. 3v. 
Contains three volumes, v.l. Syriac Arabic manuscripts 
V.2. Christian Arabic manuscripts, v. 3. Additional 
Christian and Syriac Arabic manuscripts with broad 
subjects heading. Arranged the subjects in logically 
Arabic text are provided whenever necessary. 
CATALOGUES, MANUSCRIPTS, LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY, LUCKNOVJ. 
41. Kali Prasad. Catalogue of Oriental manuscripts in 
the Lucknow University Library. Lucknow, Univ. Library, 
1951. 71p. 
Information of Arabic manuscripts numbering 291. 
Arranged alphabetically by author v/ith class number 
used DDC. No preface or intoruction. 
CATALOGUES, MANUSCRIPTS, QURAN, HADIS, FIQH, MINGANA. 
42. Gottschalk, H.L. Islamic Arabic Manuscripts; Fasicle 
1. Quran, Hadith, Fiqh. Catalogue of the Mingana 
collection of manuscripts. Brimingham, The Selly Oak 
Colleges Library, 1948. 530v. 
Set of 530 volumes of Arabic Islamic manuscripts of 
about 1650 are in the library. Subdivided into three 
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sections. (I) Quranic literature (II) Traditions and 
(III) Fiqh is further classified as (A) Hanafi school 
(B) Maliki school (C) Shafiee school (D) Hanbali 
school and (D) Shia school. 
CATALOGUES, SERIALS, ISLAM AND ARABIC SOURCES. 
43. Muzzar Ali, comp. Periodica Islamica. Montreal, 
McGill University, 1973. 157p. 
Catalogue of periodical published on Islam and Arabic 
sources. Check list, title, editor, periodicity, place 
of publication, subscription charges v/ith index. 
CATALOGUES-UNION, SERIALS. 
44. Auchterlonie, James Paul Crawford. Union catalogue 
of Arabic serials and newspapers in British libraries. 
London, Monsell, 1977. 146p. 
Covers all British national and university libraries 
with substantial holdings of Arabic serials with the 
exception of leads and glasgow which were unable to 
participate. Entry is under transliterated from of-
title with indices in both transliteration and in 
Arabic. 
CATALOGUES-UNION, SERIALS, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. 
45. U.S. Library of Congress. Arab world newspapers in 
the library of congress. VJash., Lib. of Congress, 
1980. 85p. 
Lists both those newspapers held by library of 
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conyress, that are published in the Arab countries in 
either Arabic or Latin scripts and those published 
outside the Arabic countries in Arabic script. 
Separate sections for Arabic, English, French, German 
Italian and Spanish language newspapers. Listing is 
by country and city of publication, then by title. 
Indexed. 
CATALOGUES-UNION, SERIALS, MIDDLE EAST, 
46. Auchterlonie, P. Union catalogue of Arabic serials 
and nev/spapers in British libraries. London, Mansell, 
1977. xxi, 146p. 
Sponsored by the middle east libraries committee. 
About 1000 entires A-Z by Arabic title and by trans-
lated title. Entries give place of publication, 
frequency, first and last date of issue, languages, 
locations and holdings, variant titles. Indices in 
transliteration and Arabic script. 
CATALOGUE-UNION, SERIALS, U.S.A. 
47. El-Hadi, M.M. List of Arabic serials in the United 
States. Urbana, 111., Univ. of Illinois, Graduate 
School of Library Science, 1965. 61p. 
Arabic serial holdings of seventeen libraries. List 




GUIDE BOOKS, ARABS. 
48. Jones, Diana Grimwood. Arab islamic bibliography. 
Hertford, Harvester Press, 1977. xvii, 292p. 
Reference books and materials in general, bibliogra-
phies, periodicals, manuscripts including archives 
and papyri, publications of expeditions and history 
of Islamic studies, their present cultivation as well 
as the history of printing in Arabic and question of 
middle eastern geographical names with good index. 
GUIDE BOOKS, AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS. 
49. The world of Islam. Images and echoes; a critical 
guide to films and recordings. Ellen-Fair banks 
Hodman, Gen. ed. N.Y., Amer. Council of learned 
societies. 1980. 208p. 
Lists about 500 16mm films and audio recordings 
concerning those countries and areas whose history 
and culture and daily life were and influenced by 
islam. Recordings and films are listed by title in 
separate sections; geographical index for each section, 
GUIDE BOOKS, BIBLIOGRAPHICAL, ISLAMIC. 
50. Jones, Diana Grimwood, ed. Arab Islamic bibliogra-
phy; the middle east library committee guide. 
Hassocks, Eng.J. Harvester Pr., [1977]. 292p. 
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New guide to reference materials for islamic studies 
along the same lines on Gabrieli's work. Referring to 
all the remains useful in the original publication 
and supplementing this with information on v/hat has 
been contributed by scholars, librarians, bibliogra-
phers and others since the publication of the 
Manuale. 
GUIDE BOOKS, HISTORICAL. 
51. Muhammad Mueenuddin. Muin-al-Asar. ( V^y\cJ''^)' 
Agra, Usman Press, 1904. 8v. 
Set of eight volumes discusses Agra with description 
of the Taj Mahal, Muslims and edified with brief bio-
graphical statement, also called Tarikh-e-Agra with 
index. 
GUIDE BOOKS, HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL. 
52. Lurimar, J.J. Dalil-al-Khali j ( '^ ;:^ c^J=^ J> ). 
Qatar, Maktab Sahibus Samu, 1914. 7v. 
Information about the geographical, historical account 
in the various field of knowledge in the Middle East 
countries from beginning of modern period to beginning 
of world war I with appendix and index. 
GUIDE BOOKS, ISLAM, SUB-SAHARA, AFRICA. 
53. Zoghby, Samir M. Islam in Sub-Saharan Africa; a 
partially annotated guide. Wash., Lib. of Congress, 
1978. 318p. 
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Partially annotated bibliography of selected books 
and periodical articles pertaining to the social, re-
ligious and political structure of the Muslim popula-
tions. The islamization of sub-saharan, the resistance 
of muslim leaders and reformers to European imperial 
designs and the role of islam as a major variable in 
political relations between muslim states in the 20th 
century. 
GUIDE BOOKS, LAW ISLAMIC. 
54. Hamilton, Charles. The Hedaya. New Delhi, Kitab 
Bhavan, 1979. 738p. 
Based on Arabic reference book enshrines the basic 
principles of Islamic law on every aspect of human 
life. Referred in all court of law in their 
judgements and by all authors on Islamic laws in the 
v/orks. 
GUIDE BOOKS, LITERATURE. 
55. Meiseles, Gustav. Reference literature to Arabic 
studies; a bibliographical guide. Tal-Aviv, Univer-
sity Publishing Project, 1978. 251p. 
Classed listing of reference sources for Arabic 
studies and making a special point of including both 
western language and Arabic materials. 
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GUIDE BOOKS, MADRASAS, INDIAN. 
56. Desai, Ziauddin A. Centres of Islamic learning in 
India. New Delhi, Govt, of India, 1978. 154p. 
Centres of Arabic and Islamic learning is given, 
factual account of madrasa system education in India. 
Divided into East, West, South and North its 
historical background and excellent standards and 
traditions with index. 
GUIDE BOOKS, REFERENCE SOURCES. 
57. Abd al Rahman, Abd al-Jabber. Guide to Arabic ref-
erence books; an annotated bibliography of books in 
Arabic and in Western languages dealing with the Arabs, 
Basra the University, 1970. 12, 556, 5p. 
Refers to all kinds of Arabic materials and western 
languages such as French, Germany, Spanish, Latin, 
Hebrew, etc. and having annotated bibliography. 
GUIDE BOOKS, REFERENCE SOURCES, NORTH-AFRICA. 
58. Little field, David W. The Islamic near east and 
north Africa; an annotated guide to books in English 
for non specialists. Littlelon, Colo., Libraries 
Unlimited, 1977. 375p. 
Guide for the general reader and the librarian. Some 
1166 numbered items are fully annotated as a basic 
collection for the field. Additional, supplementary 
items are noted in the annotations. Separate authors, 
title and subject index. 
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REFERENCE SOURCES 
REFERENCE SOURCES, SAUDI ARABIA. 
59. Stevens, J.H. Bibliography of Saudi Arabia. Durham, 
University Press, 1973. 81p. 
Contains 1100 references including books and articles 
dealing with human relationship and environment effect 
on mankind and its thinking. Divided into 15 chapters 
with cross reference entry. 
SURVEYS 
SURVEYS, METHODOLOGY, HADIS. 
60. Azmi, M.M. Studies in Hadith methology and literature. 
Indiana, Islamic Book Service, 1977. 122p. 
Survey on Hadith methodology including chapter on 
Hadith criticism and fabrication and introduces the 
major classical scholar of Hadith and their writings. 
SURVEYS, RELIGIONS, MIDDLE-EAST. 
61. Arberry, A.J., ed_. Religion in the middle east; three 
religion in concord and conflict. Cambridge, The 
University Press, 1969. 2v. 
Set of two volumes, v.l. deals with Christianity and 
Judaism, v. 2. deals with Islam. Both volumes take 
survey of these religions, background, history rela-
tionship with each other and general evaluation of 
the place of religious faith in the modern world. 
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RECORDS 
RECORDS, HISTORICAL, KINGDOMS, POST-CRUSADE. 
62. Al-Yunini, Qutubu'd-Din Musa bin Mohammad. Dhail 
Miratuz-Zaman. ( cl>U>i^  ^ "^ T^ cJb'V ). Hyderabad, 
Dairatul Ma'arif, 1954-61. 4v. 
Set of four volumes, contemporary record of post-
crusade kingdoms of Syria, Ec,ypt, Iraq and other 
middle east Arab countries with biographies. Arranged 
chronologically, v.l. deals with 1256 to 1263 A.D. 
V.2. deals with 1260 to 1271 A.D. v.3. deals with 
1272 to 1278 A.D. v.4. deals with 1279 to 1287 A.D. 
with comprehensive index. 
RECORDS, UNIVERSITY-CAIRO. 
63. As-Saeed, Mustafa Saeed, ed. Al-asarul Ilmia lia'adhae 
haiatet Tadris bi Jamiatel Qahira. ( 5r^ ^^ <dk.^ i^ L^  
^,;r^^j^ta.>_^>U:^v>A-,A-iV^y')- Cairo, University 
Press, 1958. 856p. 
Fifty years record knowledge taught in the university 
of Cairo on the occasion of yolden JTibilee ceremony. 
List of the teaching communities, their contributions 
and research publication within this period arranged 
alphabetically by faculty. 
TABLES 
TABLES, CHRONGENEALOGICAL. 
64. Lane poole, S. Mohammadan Dynasties; Chronological 
and genealogical tables with historical introductions. 
London, [n.p.].1966. 123p. 
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Contains the dynasties of Umyyads/ Abbasids, Fatemides, 
and other Arab rulers of Asia and Africa and Spain 
with bibliography and comprehensive index. 
TABLES, GENEALOGICAL, ABU BAKR. 
65. Al-Siddique, Bakri. Bayt al-Siddiq. ( <^ J^'^^<^-^. ) . 
Cairo, Dairatul Ma'arif, 1905. 31p. 
Genealogies and bibliographies of persons belonging 
to Abu Bakr Siddig with date of birth and death and 
also their association, marriages and achievements 
v;ith other houses in the Prophet Mohammad's (PBUH) 
life time. 
TABLES, MUHAMMEDAN AND CHRISTIAN. 
66. Haig, Wolseley. Comparative Tables of Muhamedan and 
Christian dates. Lahore, S.M. Ashraf Publication, 
[n.d.]. 34p. 
Useful guide for converting dates in the lunar years 
of Hijri into their correspondant dates in the 
Christian era. Contains three tables. Table 1. corres 
pondence upto 2000 A.D. Table 2. provides difference 
of month's day. Table 3. Christian to Hijra viz-a-viz. 
DOCUMENTS 
DOCUMENTS, MUSLIM, MAMUBHANJA, HAJIPUR. 
67. Askari, Hassan. Some documents relating to the 
Mausolem of Mamu Bhanja at Jarona, Hajipur, Bengal, 
Past and Present, lxvi,pp. 33-46. with 1 illus. 1946-49. 
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Critical analysis of muslim and their activities; 
social; political and economical environment of this 
region with bibliography. 
DOCUMENTS, MUSLIM, SAINT AND SUFIS, HILSA. 
68. Askari, Hassan. The Mausolem of a saint of the Madri 
order of Sufis at Hilsa, Bihar. Bengal Past and 
Present, Ixviii, pp. 40-52. 1949. 
Muslim saints their contribution and performance at 
Hilsa area with a typical biographical sketch. 
Various tombs are highlighted among these only eight 
tombs are very famous. 
READINGLISTS 
READINGLISTS, GENERAL. 
69. Deranbourgh, Hartwig. Les Manuscripts Arabes de 
I'escurial. Paris, Ernest Leroux, 1884. 525p. 
List of grammerians rhetoriques, poets, philologists, 
lexicographers and philosophers. Consist six chapter 
about 708 items with index and addition correction of 
words. 
READINGLISTS, 20TH CENTURY. 
70. Arberry, A.J. Twelfth - Century reading list; 
Chapter in Arab bibliography. London, Emery Walker, 
1951. 27p. 
Bibliography is translation of the work done by radi 
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al-Din Abul Hossain. (510-590 A.H.). Contains 117 
volumes bibliographies plus shajarah. ( Q^^') . 
genealogy with author and title index. 
DICTATIONARIES 
DICTIONARIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH. 
71. Ba'albaki, M. Al-Mawrid. ( >\/jA'^ )'" ^ modern English-
Arabic dictionary. 14th ed. Beirut, Daral-Ilim Lil 
Mala-yim, 1980.1115, 89p. illus. 
About 60000 headwords; includes colloquialisms and a 
list of sources. Appendices: customary abbreviations, 
irregular verbs; biographical names very small type 
and text illus. Insert, on tinted paper, contains a 
collection of English proverbs, with origins and 
Arabic equivalants plus English word of Arabic origin 
Designed for Arabic readers. 
DICTIONARIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH. 
72. Badger, George Percy. English-Arabic lexicon. London, 
Paul, 1881. 1244p. 
Equivalents for English words and idiomatic sentences 
are rendered into literary and colloquial Arabic. 
Famous 19th century work. 
DICTIONARIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH. 
73. Elias, E.A. Modern dictionary Arabic-English. 9th ed. 
Cairo, Elias, 1962. 870p, illus. 
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About 65,000 entry-words. Compiled for Arabs v;ho are 
learning English and not for the serious European 
students of modern Arabic. Very small illus. appended. 
DICTIONARIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH. 
74. Lane, E.W. Arabic-English lexicon. London, Williams 
& Norgate, 1968. 3064p. 
Best eastern sources in two books; the first 
containing all the classical words and significations 
commonly known to the learned Arabs. The second rare 
occurance and not commonly known. Indispensable to 
the Arabic student. Cites authorities. 
DICTIONARIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH, EGYPT. 
75. Spiro, S. Arabic-English dictionary of the modern 
Arabic of Egypt 2d ed. Cairo, Elias Modern Press, 
1923. xvi, 661p. 
Arranged alphabetically. Transcription is given for 
the stem of the entry-word, not for any of the 
derivations cited. But separate entriesare given to 
noun and adjective derivatives of verbal roots. Best 
known Egyptian-Arabic dictionary. 
DICTIONARIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH, IRAQI ARABIC. 
76. Clarity, B.E., ed. A dictionary of Iraqui Arabic, 
English-Arabic. Washington, Georgtown Univ. Press, 
1964. [xiv], 202p. 
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About 8000 entry words, representing a basic vocabu-
lary. Illustrative English sentences are based on 
every day conversational usage. 
DICTIONARIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH-USAGE. 
77. Elias, E.A. Elias, Modern dictionary, English-Arabic 
13th. ed. Cairo, Elias, 1963. 815p. illus. 
About 70,000 entry words intended for Arabic-speaking 
students. Simple meaning with pronunciation of words 
in both English and Arabic. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL. 
78. Margoieonth, D.S. ed^ . Irshad al-arib ila ma'rifat al-
adib. ( t__>>-^ \,^ ^^ ,^ \^c_--y^ )\>V--^ ») . New Delhi, Kitab 
Bhavan, 1982. 3v. 
Set of three volumes deals with biographies of 
learned men and their contribution invarious field of 
knowledge. Arranged alphabetically, v.l. covers 124 
person, v. 2. covers 162 persons and v. 3. deals with 
46 persons with name index. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL. 
79. Syuti, Jalaluddin Abdur Rahman bin Abi Bakr. Lubb al-
Lubab fi Tahrir al-Ansab.( ( ,\_.^y\^y^(J.L-^\^))U «J ) . 
Baghdad, Maktab al-Mussana, 1942. 856p. 
Sle.TY short form of Al-lubab a biographical source. 
According to Haji Khalkan, Ibn Asir made abridgement 
of summaries Kitab al-Ansab with the title al-lubab 
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and Syuti again abridged this al-lubab under this 
title. Some additons are made. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL. 
80. Tajuddin, Abu Sad Abdul Karim. Kitab al-Ansab. (^ Xl.:-/! 
L--^tJ) . Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif, 1976. 7v. 
General biographical sketche, arranged alphabetically 
according to Ansab (Surname). Author was famous histo-
rian. He journeyed to numerous places and met to 
unmber of his teachers. Surpassed four thousand in 
the preface, the author tells during his journey to 
transoxiana. He met his sheikh Abu Shuja Umar bin Abi 
Hussain al-Bistani. Who persuaded him to write his 
work. Commenced at Samarqand in 560 A.H. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRPHICAL, 8TH CENTURY. 
81. Al-Asqalani, Shihabuddin Ahmad bin Ali Ibn Hajar. Ad-
duraru al-Ka'mina fi A'yan-il-mi'atith thamania. { 
Hyderabad, Dairutul Ma'arif, 1972-76. 6v. 
Set of six volumes biographies of eminent personali-
ties in 8th century A.H. arranged alphabetically, 
v.l. deals with 1 to 1267 entries, v.2. deals with 
1268 to 2074. v.3. deals with 2075 to 2631. v.4. deals 
with again 1 to 737. v. 5. deals with 738 to 2032 and 
V.6. deals with 2033 to 2690 with conclusion of end 
of each volume. 
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DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL, 1ST - 6TH CENTURY. 
82. Ibn, Khalikan, Wafiyat al-ayen wa-Anba-Abna'al-Zaman. 
( ..•.\.0\>l-.\>VJ>V5 -.i^yl^L^-^ ) . Cairo, Matba ' >L.>3\^M>VJ>^^c>^X*^^^ ^  
atul Maimina, 1964. 918p. 
Biographical dictionary covered first century to sixth 
century A.H. Used widely in the middle east 
countries scholars arranged alphabetically. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL, GENEALOGY, SUDAN. 
83. Aill, Richard. A biographical dictionary of the Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan. Oxford, The Clarendon Press, 1951. 
392p. 
National biographies of Sudan arranged alphabetically 
no standardization of Arabic words with genealogical 
errors, translation are made from Arabic to English 
in general system for personal names. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL, GENERAL. 
84. Ar-Jurkali, Khairuddin. Al-Aa'lam ( j> \)^y\) . Beirut 
Darul Ilm, 1979-80. 8v. 
Set of eight volumes deals with biographical account 
of Arabs, Azams and Orientalist, v.l. started from Al 
Aberi to Aghnatues. v. 2. started from Iftekhar to 
Dinenir. v. 3. started from Ad-Daham to Abdus Salam. 
V.4. started from Abdus Salam to Ali. v. 5. started 
from Ali to Muhammad, v.6. Deals with only Mohammad. 
V.7. started from Mohammad to Nafeea. v. 8. started 
from Nafeea to Younus with bibliography. 
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DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL, GENERAL. 
85. Muahammad, bin Naji. Mukhtasar Wafiyat al-Ayen. 
Beirut, Dare Sadir, 1963. 940p. 
Abridgement of Wafiyat al-Ayen. Omitted original 
works, quotation from the poetical writings and 
letters of the suject of biographies. The notices are 
arranged alphabetical order. Beginning with Ibrahim 
al-Nakhal and ending with Yunus bin Mohammad. 
SDICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL, GENERAL, 1ST - 12TH A.H. 
86. Ibn Azem, Jamaluddin Mohammad bin Umar. Dastur al-
Ilam bimarifat al-Alam. ( 2\ M i ' ^ > ,JL*J^ i/-•>=-^ > )• 
Leiden, Brill Press, 1965. 520p. 
Most covers biographical dictionary of sufis. Tradi-
tionist. Jurist, Poets, Writers, Kings, Amirs and 
other eminent persons from the first year of Hijra 
down to beginning of the 12th century. Originally 
compiled by Jamaluddin by its additions were made by 
(1) Qutubuddin Mohammad bin Ahmad. (2) Zainuddin bin 
Muhammad. (3) Ibrahim bin Mohammad. Arranged 
alphabetically. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL, LADIES MUSLIM. 
87. Kabir, Kausar and Inamul. Biographical dictionaary 
of prominent muslim ladies. New Delhi, Light & Life 
Publishers, 1982. 526p. 
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About 1,600 items arround the muslim world. Extracts 
from historical and biographical sources arranged 
alphabetically, descriptive bibliography, annotations, 
glossary plus index. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL, LAV7, EGYPT. 
88. Al-Kindi, Abu Umar Mohammad. Al-Kudzat al-Misr. 
( ^,.^J,\2\.:,&J>J\) . Beirut, Darul Fikr, 1920. 1205p. 
Biographical dictionary and authentic source for 
Islamic law and history of chief justices. Contains 
important information early representative of 
provincial historiography as to political history. It 
afford a glimse into events as sum from out side of 
terrotery as to juicial history. Its a good deal with 
leagal institution and practice. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL, PRE-ISLAMIC-ABBASID PERIOD. 
89. Margotiouth, D.S. Arabic historians. Delhi, Idara-i 
Adabiyat, 1977. 160p. 
Comprises of lectures on Pre-Islamic and early islamic 
history, poetry as a vehicle of history. Historians 
upto Abbasids period are included. Arranged chronologically. 
DICTIONARIES, BIOGRAPHICAL, SCRIPTS-WRITERS. 
90. Sartain, E.M. Jalaluddin al-Suyub. Cambridge, 
University Press, 1968. 2v. 
Set of two volumes deals with biography of Allama 
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Suyuti and his contemporaries, historical and politi-
cal background during his life time, contributions, 
writings, etc. with index. 
DICTIONARIES, CLASSIFIED, PHONETIC. 
91. Al-Azhari, Abu Mansoor Ahmad. Tahzib al-Lugha. 
( ^ _UJ\c_--;Cx_€r~) . Hyderabad, Dairatul Maarif. lOv. 
Set of ten volumes. Author received from his master 
ul-Mandhusi. The essential by Khalil Ibn Ahmad. Not 
alphabetical order but in a phonetic classification a 
famous dictionary. 
DICTIONARIES, CURRENT-USAGE. 
92. Doniach, N.S., ed^ . The Oxford English-Arabic 
dictionary of current usage. Oxford, Clarendon 
Press, 1972. xii, 1392p. 
About 40,000 head words. Selection of English entries 
is based on the concise Oxford dictionary and the 
Advanced learner's dictionary of current English. 
Plus numerous examples of English usage. Attempt to 
cover literary colloquial modern Arabic in various 
regions of the Arab world. Pronunciation of Arabic 
word is not given. Most valuable for the meticulous 




93. Ibn Paris, Abu Hassan Ahmad. Kitab Maqayisul Lugha. 
( d>J^\^__x^y^^-~^\^) ' Cairo, Darul Fikr, 1947-52. 
6v. 
Author was a very famous lexicographer and grammarian 
the guiding principles of this original dictionary is 
interesting. Its plan was novel. To link the meaning 
of words in their roots to usual basic meaning and 
thereby to establish a semetic affiliation. Vocabulary 
is arranged under each initial letter. 
DICTIONARIES, ETYMOLOGICAL AND GENEALOGICAL. 
94. Ibn Duryd, Abu Bakr. Kitab al-Ishtikak. (C&lLzJ:^:^))^ -^ :^^) . 
Gottengen, Matabah Ilm, 1854. 2v. 
Set of two volumes give etymology of their proper 
names arranging them according to genealogical system 
About 50,000 entries in both volumes. 
DICTIONARIES, ETYMOLOGICAL-USAGE. 
95. Hava, J.G. Al-Farid. ( ^>_-^^t ). Arabic-English 
dictionary. Beirut, Catholic Press, 1964. [xi], 915p. 
About 60,000 entry-words like lane, invaluable for 
students of classical Arabic. Appended list of Arabic 
words derived from foreign languages. 
DICTIONARIES, ETYMOLOGY-PRONUNCIATION. 
96. Syuti, Jalaluddin. Muzhir fi Lugha. ( dL_J»3<J ^ -s—^) • 
Cairo, Daresadir, 1282 A.H. 695p. 
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VJords their origin and correct pronunciation, the 
author was great Islamic scholar composed several 
books on different branch of islamic studies. 
DICTIONARIES, GENERAL. 
97. Al-Firojabadi, Majduddin. Al-Qamus al-Muhit. ( Ja,^) 
^^^^^^Ll3(). Egypt, Al-Sadia Press, 1933. 4v. 
Set of four volumes, discusses the word meaning. 
Origin of words, terms related to various subjects 
arranged alphabetically. About 5,00,000 words are 
included. 
DICTIONARIES, GENERAL. 
98. Al-Jawhari, Abu Nasar Ismail bin Hammad. Al-Sihah. 
( '^\_„^0 . Bulak, Darul Ilm. 1956. 6v. 
Set of six volumes, old dictionary. Work divided 
according to the letters in the Arabic alphabet into 
twenty eight chapters. Each subdivided into twenty 
sections according to the colophon given in the book. 
Transcribed by Yunus bin barakah. The colophon is 
followed by a note stating that it was collated with 
an original. Transcribed by al Jawaligi an eminent 
philologist. 
DICTIONARIES, GENERAL. 
99. Ash-Shartuni, Saeed al-Khuri. Aqrab al-mawarid fi 
fushil Arabiate VJash-Shawarit. ( > x\^ -J:-iW <A_^ y^ V-<vaJ 
A^^\^\< >yJ\) . Beirut, Musali Yasneia, 1889. 2v. 
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Set of tv/o volumes, words are arranged alphabetically 
covers all subjects with technical terms, v.l. deals 
with Alif to Toe and v.2. deals with Zoe to Ya. 
DICTIONARIES, GENERAL. 
100. Ibn Mazoor, Abul Fazal. Lisan al-Arab. ( <_-:>^ \,^ \_,v^ ) 
Cairo, Dare Sadir, 1955-6. 20v. 
Set of twenty volumes very famous and reliable 
dictionary, the work divided into Arabic alphabets. 
Authors was. a great philologist wrote several work on 
different branch of islam. 
DICTIONARIES, GENERAL, ISLAMIC PERIOD. 
1 0 1 . K h a l i l , Ibn Ahmad. K i t a b a l - A y e n . { j^ . -^> ( >\jxi ) . 
Cairo, Kitabul Ilm, 1960. 144p. 
First authentic Arabic dictinary written in Islamic 
period. Not arranged alphabetically, but by certain 
groups of sound the phonetic permutative principle 
i.e. many later lexicographer have quoted from it and 
wrote his book by his own pattern. 
DICTIONARIES, LANGUAGE, CLASSIC-NEV7. 
102. Ibn Paris, Abul Husain Ahmad. Al-sahibi. (^^^-.-^1.^33^) • 
Cairo, Al-Muayid Press, 1910. 4v. 
Arabic language with classical and new words. Author 
clearly shows superiority of Arabic in the dispute 
with the Shu-u-biyyah { ck-_-^  ^jt—.-Xi ) and provides the 
Arabic with weapons to use against their adversaries. 
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DICTIONARIES, POETRY, PROPER-NAMES. 
103. Askari, Abu Ahmad. Kitabul-Tasrif wa al-Tahrif.( 
t_J^ ^^ jy<_i-yv'2^ -^ tJ') . Kwait, Maktaba-Khalij, 1960. 1026p. 
Useful information about the rare and difficult words 
and proper names occuring in the traditions and 
poems, misunderstood by their transmitter. 
DICTIONARIES, PROVERBS. 
104. Al-Maidani, Abul Fazal Ahmad bin Mohammad. Majma 
al-Amsal. ( cJ\J:^y^f-^u>^) • Beirut, Dare Sadir, 
1961-62. 2v. 
Set of two volumes covered several work on philology 
and grammer. The present work is a collection of 
proverbs alphabetically arranged and accompanied by a 
commentry in the preface. Contains altogether six 
thousand and a few more proverbs, divided into thirty 
chapters. 
DICTIONARIES, QUOTATIONS, BILINGUAL, PERSIAN. 
105. Field, C.H.F.F. A dictionary of Oriental quaotations 
Arabic and Persian. London, 1969. ii, 351p. 
Alphabetically arranged under the first word of the 
transliterated Arabic or Persian quotations, this 
being followed by translation. There is an index of 
author and a brief index of key words. 
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DICTIONARIES, STATISTICAL, WORDS AND ITS USAGE, QURANIC. 
106. Rowhani, Mahmood. Al-Mujam al-Ihsaeeli - Alfaz al-
Quran al-Karim. ( jCy^V^T^V ^ LLSV c*^ v^e>>l* _ ^ M • 
Mashhad, Astan Quds Razavi, 1990. 3v. 
Set of three volumes describes statistical dictionary 
of Quranic words, v.l. consist of number of verses 
and words in each surah and in other source of 
reference number and names of Surahs classified 
according to Meccah or Medinah revelation and number 
of derivative and non-derivative words in each surah. 
V.2. and 3. describes Frequency of occurrence of 
words, roots of Quranic words, words in the 
exceptional verses and their places, number of words 
beginning with each letter of the alphabet, their 
total frequency of occurence and breakdov/n of 
frequencies with alphabetical index of all Quranic 
words with the graphic representation. 
DICTIONARIES, TERMS, BIOGRAPHICAL. 
107. Abu Zakaria, Yahya bin Sharaf al-Nawawi. Tahzibul 
Asma-v/al-lughat. ( a_^ »^ \;?'^ U—-^ ^^ ----i^ x-^  ) . 
Leiden, Brill Press, 193. 2v. 
Information source consisting of two parts. The 
first of which contains biographical notice of the 
person mentioned in the following works and second 
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part deals with the technical words used in those 
works into five, (1) Mukhtasar al-Muzani by Ismail 
bin Yahya. ( /is-^ -"^  "jr^  ^ .,>-->^ ^^ r-^ ^ c^ Jr^ '^ r"-''^ '^^  ^ ' 
(2) Al-Mohaddab by abu I s h a q . ( c^Lsr—^V^' ' iX-e--^M. 
(3) Al-Tambih by Abu I s h a q . ( c:SL.r—V^ V A-^L^V) . 
(4) Al -Waj iz wa al-Wasit by a l - G h a z a l i . ( ^\yXM 
ie '^^^j>'r^^^\ ) • (5) Al-Rowdat by Al-Nawawi. { 
C^^y^ ^—-^j-^y ) . All are arranged alphabe-
tically. 
DICTIONARIES, TERMS, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL. 
108. Assaran, Hassan. Al-Mustalah. ( ,-;<T_U3-M'PJL) ) . Beirut, 
Dar Sader, 1967. Slip. 
English-Arabic dictinary on basic scientific and 
technical terms are used. About 12,500 words are 
included with abbreviatin and instruction. Arranged 
alphabetically. 
DICTIONARIES, TERMS, TECHNICAL, BILINGUAL, GERMAN. 
109. Wadi Fanus, Al-ganus al-fani. Arabi-almani ((i^ V^^ y-) . 
Al-Qahira, Matbaat al-taqaddan, 1962. 968p. 
About 25000 entries, includes translation of selected 
Arabic texts into Germany. Covered all technical 
terms and phrases in the field of science and 
technology. Arranged alphabetically with index. 
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DICTIONARIES, TERMS, TECHNICAL, LIBRARY SCIENCE. 
110. El-Benhawy, Mohammad Amin. Dictionary of library 
terms; English-Arabic. Cairo, Dar al-Fikral-Arabi, 
1970. 129p. 
List of words in English translated into Arabic in 
the field of library and information science. About 
3,963 words including 859 abbreviations and latest 
terms are provided, arranged alphabetically vi^ ith 
comprehensive annotations and meanings. 
DICTIONARIES, TERMS, TECHNICAL-MODERN. 
111. Theodory, C. A dictionary of modern technical terms; 
Arabic-English. Beirut, Dar al-Kutub Press, 1959. 
xvi, 464p. 
About 10,000 entries, wider in scope than title 
suggests 15 chapter ( f""^ ^ includes translation 
of selected Arabic text; proverbs and a phoristic 
saying in prose and verse; literary phrases; 
political, diplomatic, millitary, psychological and 
educational terms and phrases; oil industry, 
aeronautical and naval terms and phrases and 
scientific terms used in Physics, Chemistry, Geology, 
Medicine, Electricity, Magnetism and Biology. Alpha-
betical index is not in English. Reputed to contain 
many inaccuracies, fanciful style in English terms 
throughout. 
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DICTIONARIES, TERMS, TECHNICAL-MODERN. 
112. Theodory, C. A dictionary of technical terms; 
English-Arabic. Cairo, Armed forces, U.A.R., 1963. 
848p. 
About 20,000 entries about the political, diplomatic 
relationship, millitary, psychological and education-
al terms and phrases, aeronautical and naval army 
terms and phrases are used, arranged alphabetically. 
DICTIONARIES, TRILINGUAL, ENGLISH-FRENCH. 
113. Blachere, Regis. dictionaire arabe-francais-anglais. 
Paris, Maisonn-euve et larose, 1964-84. 4v. 
Set of four volumes. Editorship was assumed by 
Moustafa Chouemi and Charles Pellat. Intends to 
comprise all the vocabulary that constitutes literary 
Arabic meanings are given in French then in English. 
DICTIONARIES, TRILINGUAL, TERMS, CHEMISTRY, ENGLISH-FRENCH. 
114. Arab States. Education, Culture and Sciences Organi-
sation. Mujam al-Kimya. ( >\ X>'^ ^.JS^ ). Rabat, 
Bureau of Arabisation, 1971. xv, 141p. 
About 1000 words on Chemistry in English, French and 
Arabic, arranged alphbetically with index. 
DICTIONARIES, TRILINGUAL, TERMS, GEOLOGICAL, ENGLISH-FRENCH. 
115. Arab States. Education, Culture and Sciences Organi-
sation. Mujam al-Geologia. ( L.—^ -i _.-i^ --Jf^ ^ ) • Rabat, 
Bureau of Arabisation, 1971. xlv, 238p. 
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Consist of 5,938 on geological terms in English, 
French and Arabic, arranged alphabetically with 
index. 
DICTIONARIES, TRILINGUAL, TERMS MATHEMATICS,ENGLISH-FRENCH. 
116. Arab States. Educaion^ Culture and Sciences Organi-
sation. Mujam al-Riyadhyat. ( a._-.->Vy^  r-'''*^  ^  • Rabat, 
Bearu of Arabisation, 1971. xxiv, 192p. 
Consist of 4861 words on Mathematics in English, 
French and Arabic, arranged alphabetically with 
index. 
DICTIONARIES, VOCABULARIES. 
117. Ibn Faris, Abu Hasan Ahmad. Al-Mujam fil Lughah. 
( ^^ .-JiJL3^ (J^ >tJl ) . Cairo, Dare Sadir, 1984. 968p. 
Welknown Arabic dictinary presents the vocabulary in 
a clear and authentic fashins by means of brief defi-
nition with illustrative quotation Post-Classical 
vocabulary in grouping is not mentioned arranged 
according to first radical consonant. 
DICTIONARIES, VOCABULARIES, CLASSIFIED, TRANSLATED PRO-
FESSIONAL. 
118. Saad, A. Classified vocabulary; English-Arabic. 
Beirut, Catholic Press, 1963. [xi], 414p. illus. 
English vocabulary with Arabic equivalents is grouped 
e.g. Mathematics, Noun of instrument. Doctor, Tailor, 
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Shoemaker, Professions, Government Departments, Animal 
Kingdom - Figures of speech Proverbs and 
sayings, common abbreviations and contractions in 
general use well illustrated with key parts. No index. 
DICTJNARIES, VOCABULARIES, TRANSLATED ARABIC, Of^ANI. 
119. Leach, H.R. A short vocabulary of Omani Arabic. 
Nizwa, Arabian Press, 1961. 80p. 
300 words in Arabic script with English translation 
with same number in transliterated Arabic also a 
large section on salutations and greetings, polite 
phrases are included arranged dictionarical manner. 
DICTIONARIES, TRANSLATED, TERMS,LIBRARY SCIENCE. 
120. Al-Barudi, Abdulla Umar. Al-Mujam al-Muarrab-lil-
Mustalahat al-Maktabia. ( a_^ jUi.\ . \^ j^Jiv2-«^ —^'^ r^^ ^ ^  ' 
Beirut, Alimul Kutub, 1983. 319p. 
List of words related to library and information 
science only. About 667 words in English translated 
into Arabic including abbreviations words. Arranged 
alphabetically with index good, glossary in the field 
of library and information science in Arabic for Arab 
world libraries. 
DICTIONARIES, WORD AND ITS USAGE. 
121. Abu Jafar, Ahmad bin Yusuf bin Ali. Bugyat al-Amal. 
( <^VH^V\ .i_.-~o ) . Beirut, Dare Sadir, 1938. 958p. 
Old and unique treatise on the correct pronunciation 
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of different kind of verbs in the future tense divided 
into two topics ( w^V) dealing with three lettered 
verbs is subdivided into five chapters ( ^^>^) . The 
second topic treating of verbs other than three 
lettered is subdivided into a preface (Muqaddama'*1?^) 
and three chapters. 
DICTIONARIES, WORDS AND ITS USAGE. 
122. Ibn Duraid, Abu Bakr. Al-Jamahiratu fil-Lughah. ( 
dt_iJi3^ 5^yj>\_^ )^ . Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif 1344 A.H. 
4v. 
Set of four volumes describes words and its menaing 
and origin. Contains rare words, terms which are not 
to be found in other dictionaries. Used of Kitab-al-
Ayen of Khalil bin Ahmad. Words are arranged according 
to author's own judgement with abbreviations at the 
end of each volume. 
DICTIONARIES, WORDS AND ITS USAGE. 
123. Karmi, H.S. Al-manar ( \^\jj^^)'> an English-Arabic 
dictionary. Beirut, Longman, 1970. xvi, 903p. 
About 40,000 British and American English head words 
plus Arabic equivalents has 4 appendices, designed 
for Arabic readers its well designed but lessfull 
than Ba'albaki. ( <_5-^-^-^ ) . 
DICTIONARIES, WORDS AND ITS USAGE. 
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124. Keranwi, Wahidduzaman^ Al-Qamus al-Jadid. (^ ^^ j^rUJ"!) . 
Deoband, Xutub Khana Husainia, 1987. 1136p. 
About 20,000 classical words in the modern Urdu-Arabic 
languages are provided. Different types of meanings 
and terms are used, arranged alphabetically without 
index. 
DICTIONARIES, WORDS AND ITS USAGE. 
125. Khalil, Ibn Ahmad. Al-Huruf. ( <_J.^^\ ) . Cairo, Mak-
taba Sharqia, 1969. 887p. 
Small treatise deals concisely with the additional 
meaning of the letters of the alphabet and as result 
supports them by citing verses. While working on old 
Arabic verses as evidence for the meaning of word. 
Linguistic pecularities and grammerticalconstruction 
made an important discovery. The scanning of verses 
revealed short and long syllables alternate and 
repeat themselves in strict patterns divided into 
five concentric cerola. 
DICTIONARIES, WORDS AND ITS USAGE, 
126. Wehr, H.A. A dictionary of modern v/ritten Arabic. 
4th. enl. ed. Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, 1979. xvii, 
1301p. 
About 1,00,000 Arabic entry words being given in both 
scripts and romanised form based on current usage 
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rather than on classical Arabic. Comprehensive inclu-
ding technical terms. The standard work for modern 
Arabic and a really excellent dictionary. 
DICTIONARIES, WORD AND ITS USAGE, POETIC. 
127. Abu Zaid, Ansari. Kitab al-Nawadir Fil-Luyha. { d^ JUJ) 
^ \^yJ»\ <__j L; ^ . Beirut, Kasulikia Press, 1894. 302p. 
Collection of rare poemes and phrases reliable source 
for pre-Islamic poetry but actually a lexicography 
and grammer, author explained the typical word and to 
his supports quoted poem these poetic materials 
collected from Al-Muffar al-Zabi and other lexicographer. 
DICTIONARIES, WORDS AND USAGE, TRANSLATED. 
128. Doniach, N.S., ed_. The concise Oxford English-Arabic 
dictionary. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1983. x, 461p. 
Short and updated version of the English usages, 
idioms and phrases are translated into Arabic. 
Follows especially usage in the press, radio, T.V. 
and films. 
GLOSSARIES 
GLOSSARIES, TERMS, GENERAL. 
129. Ibn al-Manosif, Mohammad bin Isa al-Qurtubi. Kitab 
al-Sifat wal-Hila. ( 2v_A-^\;5'i-^U--^^ ^ —--(^ )• 
Beirut, Darus Thaqafa, 1965. 327p. 
Verified glossary of Arabic words arranged 
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accordingly to subject, the work was transcribed by 
Ahmad bin Ibrahim. Title page contains an Ijazah 
(liecence) granted by Mohammad bin Jabir to his 
desciple to the effect that he studied under him. 
GLOSSARIES, TERMS, MEDICAL. 
130. Al-Harowi, Mohammad bin Yusuf al-Tabib. Jawahir al-
Lughat. ( «iv.-i_U^ ^^ V^  ). Baghdad, Maktaba Sharqia, 
1889. 745p. 
Includes old and correct copy of dictionary of medical 
terms arranyed according to first and second letters 
of the words expoined. Author extracted from many 
famous and authentic dictionary and medical book. 
GLOSSARIES, TERMS, QURAN AND HADIS. 
131. Al-Harowi, Abu Ubid Ahmad bin Mohammad. Kitab al-
Garibain. ( •^yii'\^ ^uJ ). Cairo, Maktaba-e-
Sharqia, 1892. 836p. 
Dictionary of the rare words in the Quran and Hadith 
in its conception and execution, it is not only the 
first of its kind, but has served as a guide and modle 
down to his own time. 
GLOSSARIES, TERMS, QURANIC. 
132. Penrice, John. Dictionary and glossary of the Quran; 
with copious grammatical references and explanations 
of the text. London, Henry S. King, 1873. 166p. 
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Meaning of every words as much as possible with the 
Quranic terms. Arranged Arabic word then its meaning 
into English alphabetically. 
GLOSSARIES, TRANSLATED, HADITH, SAHIH-BUKHARI. 
133. M, M. Khan. Translation of the meaning of Sahih al-
Bukhari. Chicago, Kazi Publications, 1977. 9v. 
Set of nine volumes translation of Sahih Bukhari in 
English, comparatively better than other translations 
Each of nine sets has a common glossary, introduction 
and general contents. Necessarily footnotes given 
without index. 
VOWELS AND SIGNS 
VOWELS AND SIGNS, TRANSLATED, ROMAN. 
134. British Standards Institution. Transliteration of 
Arabic characters. London, BSI, 1968. 68p. 
Romanised transliteration of ARabic consonants, vowels, 
diphthongs and other conventional signs in line with 
the system recommended by ISO/e233. 
HADIS 
FORTY-HADIS, TRANSLATED, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH. 
135. Ibrahim, E. Nawawi's Forty Hadith. Damascus, The 
Holy Quran Pub. House, 1978. 127p. 
Contents are similar to Abdul's "Selected Traditions" 
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of al-Nawawi; except that transliteration and commen-
tries are not included with introduction by the trans-
lators in both Arabic and English. 
HADIS AND BIOGRAPHIES. 
136. Khatib al-Bucjhdadi, Abu Bakr Ahmad. Talkhis al-
Mutashabih fi al-rasoom. ( /yw-^^ ci-^ ^^ -'-•^ -^ r^^ -^^ -^  ) • 
Leiden, Brill Press, 1886. 469p. 
About 171 biographies arranged in alphabetical manner 
according to personality who remain anonymous in 
these hadith. Concerning whose identification there 
exist confusion or difference of opinion. 
HADIS AND BIOGRAPHIES. 
137. Mohammad, bin Khatib al Tabraizi. Asma Rijal al-
Mishkat. ( 
Press, 1939. 2v. 
Set of two volumes disscuses biographical notices of 
those whose names occur in the Mishkatul Masabih. 
Volume first contains information of the companion of 
the Prophet and his followers and having three 
sections. Volume second contains information of the 
Marriages, Business, Wars and general prospects and 
its narrators with index arranged alphabetically. 
HADIS, SAHIH BUKHARI, TRANSLATED LECTURES. 
138. Qazi, A. Rahman. Fadl al-Bari. ( Ctf (^^^^^sJ-^J- ) ; comen-
tary on the Sahih al-Bukhari. Karachi, Idara-e Uloom-
Sharivvah, 1975. 548p. 
.^ y_J:^ V3v^ .^ >V.-->\ )• Leiden, Brill 
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English translation of a commentary on the Bukhari 
based upon lectures given by Indian traditions 
scholars. Allama. Uthmani Deobandi. Bibliographical 
sketch of the author and biography of Imam Bukhari 
comprises only the first 65 ahadith. 
HADIS, TRANSLATED, TRILINGUAL, URDU-ENGLISH. 
139. Hamidulla, M. Shahfia Li Hammam Ibn Munabbih; ( ciL_.^  
• J ( -\_g^ ^j,_J,\_J:^) . the earliest extent work on the 
Hadith, Geneva, Islamic Book Service, 1979. 116p. 
Transliteration work of Hammam Ibn Munabbah, a pupil 
of Hazrat Abu Hurairah. Original work in Arabic and 
was latter translated into Urdu and English. closes 
with an account of Hammam's Shahfia ( ) 
andits manuscripts and a short biblioi-^ raphy of the 
mainly Arabic texts and index. • r^^^w^^-^^'^ 
WORDS AND DEEDS //*<' '^ •W<i'b«No. 
WORDS AND DEEDS, PROPHET. -'-'^  
140. 
Press, 1975. 332p. 
Contains almost 2000 reports on the words and actions 
of the Prophet mainly from Sahihain. A few disadvan-
tages over the Arabic text Riyadh al-Salihin ( |;^ !^>Ly) 
consists of 370 chapters with subject index. 
WORDS AND DEEDS, PROPHET AND COMPANIONS. 
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141. Ibne-Hudida, Abu Abdulla. Al-Misbahul Mozi (aJoVv.)^ ^ 
Ci';>^\ZX'-y^^ ). Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif, 1977. 
258p. 
Describes under the seerat of Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) 
and his companions their biographies and important 
adventures simply written in old pattern. In the last 
subject content arranged alphabetically. 
LITERARY-WORKS 
LIETRARY-WORKS, HISTORICAL. 
142. Nicholson, R.A. A literary history of Arabs. 
Cambridge, Univ. Press, 1969. xxxi, 506p. 
Covers phylology, historiography, culture, religion 
and lietrature. Bibliography of works by European 
authors, also footnoe references. 
LITERARY-VTORKS, TRILINGUAL, GERMAN-ENGLISH. 
143. Deutsche, Morgen landische Gesellschapt. Worterbuch 
der Klassischen arabischen Sprache ...hrsq. Wiesbaden, 
Harrassowitz, 1957-84. 2v. 
Set of two volumes scholarly work of classical Arabic 
with extensive references to the literature. Main 
works are translated into both German and English. 
POETRY 
POETRY, TRANSLATED, ENGLISH. 
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144. All, Akbar Khan. Anosh. Aliyarh, Reyazh Hind Press, 
1958. 57p. 
Arabic version of English poet "Tennyson's Anoch Arden" 
in versified form, tried to versify in Arabic langu-
age on the same pattern as in English. Meanings of 
difficult words are also given. 
FICTIONS 
FICTIONS, TRANSLATED. 
145. Farahi, Hamiduddin, Amthalo Aseful Hakim. 
( f~Xl\ LJe^'s^\L>}) • Lucknow, Nadwatul Ulama, 1959. 
69p. 
Translated from English into Arabic the works compri-
ses small stories in which the angles of moral lessons 
etc. are in great number, style of translation is very 
attractive. Simple sentences, words and simple little 
stories under different headings. Aim to learn moral 
lessons and humanity. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, ARABS, TRANSLATED, FRENCH. 
146. Bustani, Butrus. Encyclopedie arabe. Beirut, Dairatul 
Ma'arif, 1876-1900. 30v. 
Set of 30 volumes of first attempt at an Arabic Encyclo-
pedia along modern lines with French index of French 
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articles, work translated from Qamus al-Amm Li Kull-e-
Funn wa-Matlab ( <_jLka\^  j^ -vVeJ f'-=^^ .^^^^^ ) ^Y Faud 
Afrain Bustani. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, ASTRONOMY. 
147. Al-Biruni, Abu Raihan. Al-Qanunu'l - Masudi. (^^^^^.^^ 
c:^^\JiJ\ ). Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif, 1954. 3v. 
Encyclopedic work in the field of Astronomical science 
compiled at first in 1030 A.D. Contains certain theo-
ries which discovered in Europe in 17th century. 
Collected fresh information and microfilms and requi-
site data for standardization, technical subject 
matter, enormous astronomical tables, diagrams, 
figures, mathematical calculations, geometrical and 
trionometrical problems and its solutions are given. 
These volumes divided into various chapters and at 
the end good index. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, BIOGRAPHICAL, 4TH A.H. 
148. Ibn, Nadim. Al-fihrist ( cz.^^r^'' "> - Egypt, Al-
Matba'atul Rahmania, 1871. lOv. 
Having ten chapters. Encyclopedic work of biological 
nature depicting cultural achievements of muslims in 
4th century A.H. Comprehensive index of names of 
important muslims and their place of origin is 
mentioned. 
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ENCYCLOPEDIAS, BIOGRAPHICAL, GENERAL. 
149. Ibn Manzoor, Abul Fazal Jamaluddin Muhammad bin 
Mukarram. Lisan al-arab. ( ^ j, ai'cl^^^——' ). 
Beirut, Dare-Sadir, 1955. 15v. 
Set of 15 volumes listed poets, writers, kincjS, 
orators, commentators and their biocjraphical sketch 
and word meaning in different sences, arranged alpha-
betically, v.l. deals with Alif to Ba. v.2. deals 
with Ta to Ha. v.3. Kha to Zal. v.4. deals with alif 
to Ain under Ra v. 5. deals with Chain to end under 
alphabet Ra to Za. v.6. deals with Sin and Shin. v.7. 
deals with later three letters respectively, v.8. Ain 
and Chain, v.9. deals with Fa only. v.10. deals with 
both Qafain. v.11. deals with Lam only. v.12. Mim 
only. v.13 deals with latter three letters successive-
ly. V. 14. deals with Wao and Ya upto Dzad letter 
and V.15. deals with rest alphabets v^ ith good 
comprehensive index at the end of ea.ch volume. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, BIOGRAPHICAL, GENERAL. 
150. Tarafindan, Kurulan Birttyet. Islam ansiklopedisi; 
Islam alemi Tarih Cografiya etnografya ve biyogrofya 
Lugati. Istanbul, Milli Egitim Basimevi, 1950-60. 9v. 
Set of nine volumes, list of biographies in the 
various field of knowledge, arranged alphabetically. 
Work originally translated from Arabic text Lisan al-
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Arab ( ^ i^t -jl -^  ) good reference work in 
Turkish with comprehensive index. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, BIOGRAPHICAL, ISLAMIC. 
151. Jauzi, Jamaluddin. Kitabos Sifatis Safwa. ( ^^ j^ v^^ Ji^  
i_l^ lL-veJ^  c__.Ui). Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif, 1934-
37. 4v. 
Encyclopediac work deals with biographies started 
from Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) and concluded on his 
companions and others who are his Uramat (followers), 
v.l. covers Mohammad and ends on 4th Calip Ali. v.2. 
starts with the commemoration of Sahabiyat, divided 
into 7 parts mentioned important person who are asso-
ciated with important places - such as Taif, Yemen, 
Baghdad, v. 3. describes the Madain people, divided 
into 7 categories, v.4. covers whole Arab world, 
person who are associated with Basra, Abla, Abadan, 
Shiraz, Arjan, Bahrain, Nisapur, Bukhara. Sham and 
Egypt etc. Later two divided into 8 categories and 
rest into seven, also describes about JINNAT 
( ) including contents. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS-BIOGRAPHICAL, ISLAMIC STUDIES AND LITERATURE. 
152. Al-Hasani, Abdul Hai. Nuzhatul Khawatir. ( i>'\J:^y 
.^ —<iiO^ '-» ) . Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif, 1962-81. 
8v. 
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Set of eight volumes, biographies of eminent indian 
scholars in the field of Islamism and Arabic, langu-
age and literature, v.l. is deals 1st A.H. to 7th 
century A.H. 263 items started from Badrul Ibne Tahfa 
Bijli and ended on Sheikh Yaqub bin Ali in seven parts. 
V.2. covers only 8th century A.H./14th A.D. Begins 
from Sheikh Ibrahim Bin Shahryar Hamzani Sheikh 
Yousuf bin Ali Hussaini. v.3. deals only 9 A.H. (15AD) 
started from Sultan Ibrahim Sharqi and ended on Yousuf 
bin Mohammad Hosani. v.4. deals 10th century A.H. (16 
AD) arranged according to Arabic alphabets, started 
sheikh Ibrahim bin Ahmad Bihari to Moulana Yunus. 
Only 591 items are included. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, GENERAL. 
153. Al-Hameyari, Abu Said Nastiwan bin al-Yamini. Shamsul 
Uloom. ( r -X_o\^ j—*--i-^  ). Leiden, Brill Press, 
1916. 786p. 
Information covered scholars interested in the study 
of South Arabian description, arranged according to 
the initial letters of roots besides lexicographical 
explanation of words, the name of Arab kings, the 
usual properties of plants and minerals, explanation 
of Buronic verses and information related to history, 
genealogy, arithmatic, law, the interpretation of 
dreams and astrology. 
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ENCYCLOPEDIAS, RELIGION AND SCIENCE. 
154. Al-Khawarzami, Abu Abd Allah. Mafatih al-Uloom.( 
r';A^'^-r^^) • Cairo, Dairatul Ma'arif, 1886, 1469p. 
Covered valuable study of islamic culture and an in-
troduction to the element of the sciences which 
explains and used by the various group of scholars, 
artisans and government officials, divided into two 
parts. The first part consist of religions sciences 
and the second part consist of Foreign sciences. Each 
part again sub divided into sections and further into 
various chapters. Covered all subject of science and 
technology, social sciences and humanities. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, SOCIAL SCIENCE. 
155. Ronarb, S. Concise Encyclopedia of Arabic civilisa-
tion. Amesterdam, Diambatan, 1959-66. 3v. 
Contains encyclopediac work on social science in three 
volumes. v.l. consists of the Arab-East. v.2. 
consists of Arab-west and v.3. consists of supplement. 
Sources consulted and widely travelled into Arab 
level to see ourself the wing of life, their customs 
and traditions. 
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, WORDS AND DEEDS-PROPHET. 
156. Afzalur Rahman ,ed_. Mohammad; encyclopedia of Seerah. 
London, Muslim School Trust and Seerah Foundation, 
1981-89. 7.v. 
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Set of seven volumes life style of Prophet Mohammad 
(PBUH) bringing to light various aspects of his life 
in different areas of human activity, v.l. contribut-
tion of Prophet to human culture in the field of edu-
cation, politics and warfare, v. 2. presents Mohammad 
(PBUH) as a unique and unparallel example for mankind 
as a father, husabnd, trader, legislator and judge. 
V.3. covers evolution of knowledge from Adam to 
Mohammad, v.4. Explanation of new and powerful impulse 
provided by him. v. 5. role of muslim women in the 
modern society in the light of Quran and Sunnah. v.6. 
how Mohammad (PUBH) initiated the movement of 
liberty, equality, fraternity and justice in the 
Arabian peninsula and how it gradually spread to the 
whole universe, v. 7. how Mohammad (PBUH) presented 
ablanced view of life, such as peace, intergration, 
unity, etc. The task is to making mankind. 
YEAR BOOKS 
YEAR BOOKS, RELIGION. 
157. Cutler, Donald. R., ed_. The world year book of reli-
gion; the religous situation. London, Evans Brothers, 
1969. 992p. 
Different problems faced by different peoples in the 
world. Analysed these problems and solved in it on 
behalf of the religions such as abortion, population 
problems, wiban riots, seculerism, etc. 
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HAND BOOKS 
HAND BOOKS, ARCHITECTURES AND MONUMENTS. 
158. Muhammad, Said Ahmad. Asar-i-Akbari. ( CJ^^^ \s.\) . 
Ayra, Akbari Press, 1906. 8v. 
Set of eight volumes consist of bibliography of the 
historical perspective of Fathepur, Sikri and Agra. 
Building constructed by Mughal emperor Akbar with bib-
liography and comprehensive index. 
HAND BOOKS, GENEALOGICAL. 
159. Bosworth, C.E. Islamic Dynasties; a chronological 
genealogical hand book. Edinburgh, University Press, 
1967. 298p. 
Comprehensive list of muslim rulers of 82 Islamic 
dynasties in all pasts of the world from begining of 
Islam to present day with historical note. 
HAND BOOKS, GENERAL, MYTHOLOGY. 
160. Suyuti, Jalaluddin Abdur Rahman. Al-Raddu ala man 
akhlada ilal ardhe wa jahila innal ijtehada fi kulli 
asrin f ardhan . ( r^j-f^-r^ -r~(^ -^  \^<\y\-ei~^ <^-^'^-^''^^^ 
^^;^^tf>>^^ ^ \ 5^_-V>'^  ^ __r- i^-i- > } ^ )• Beirut, Darul 
Kutubal Ilmia, 1983. 200p. 
Seven categories of knowledge in the field of Arab 
Islamic studies e.g. commentary, tradition, jurispru-
dence, syntax in Arabic grammer, rhetoric, colloqual-
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ism and the art of five style is mentioned in according 
to the Arab eloquents and non Arab philosophers, included 
biographies during the author's period. Divided into 
four chapters with introduction. Chapter one deals 
with Quran, tradition and ordinance of law. Chapter 
two deals with perfection in the knowledge of law is 
needs for ever. Chapter three deals with spread n ' 
the perfection in the knowledge of law and last 
chapter deals with the perfection in the knowledge of 
law advantages 
HAND BOOKS, HISTORICAL-LANGUAGES. 
161. O'leary, de lacy. Arabia before Mohammad. London, 
Regan Paul, 1927. ix, 234p. 
Arabic thought and its historical places and spread of 
Arabic language in alien languages. Certain other 
semetic dialects were effected by foreign influences, 
also bibliography and index. 
HAND BOOKS, LINGUISTCS, GENERAL. 
162. Bakalla, M.H. Arabic linguistic; an introduction and 
bibliography. London, Mansell, 1983. 740p. 
About 5500 entries frequently annotated for monographs 
articles are dissertations. 3 sections: general refe-
rence and bibliographies; oriental recording item' in 
Europen scripts; oriental listing materials non 
European languages especially Arabic Analytical 
subject and author index. 
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HAND BOOKS, PHILOSOPHY, MOLLASADRA. 
164. Faizur Rahman. Phylosophy of Molla Sadra. New York, 
University Press, 1975. 277p. 
Contains life history, works and thoughts after Al-
Ghazali Molla sadra known as Sadruddin Shiraji, Molla 
title given for his extra ordinary contribution to 
Islamic Phylosophy and Science. List of subject and 
author index are provided. 
HAND BOOKS, SOCIAL SCIENCE, IBN KHALDUN. 
165. Abul Fotouh, Mohammad al Tawansy. Ibn-e-Khaldun. ( 
^_pO-^<:^.^ ) • Cairo, Council for Islamic Affairs, 
1964. 68p. 
Life and work of Ibn Khaldun, father of modern histo-
riography, sociology, philosophy mentioned his famous 
prolegomena, (Moqaddima) other throughly studies by 
scholars arround the world. 
HAND BOOKS, TRADITIONS, SIHAE-SITTA. 
165. Wensinck, A.J. A Hand book of early Muhammadan Tradi-
tion. Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1927. xvii, 269p. 
Information sources of books in different collections 
of traditions such as Siha'e Sitta. ( ^^Jl-^^^ "^{.^ ). 
arranged alphabetically with name of the persons, 
places and works. No index. 
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MANUALS 
MANUALS, GENEALOGICAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL. 
166. De Zambaur, E. Manuel de genealogie et de chronologie 
Pour I. historic de I'Islam. Badpyrmont/ Anover, 1965. 
126p. 
Revision of earliest works, using as a major source 
the leanil of Ibn al-Athir. Work begins with caliphate 
and places ( -(/U^^l ) followed by region in the 
Arab world translated into Arabic. 
MANUALS, HADITH-SAHIH BUKHARI. 
167. Ali, M.M. Manual of Hadith. London, Curzon and Huma-
nities Press, 1978. 408p. 
Contains 690 ahadith most of them selected from Sahih 
al-Bukhari. It has 31 chapters each introduction by a 
Quranic quotation and an out line of the chapter's 
contents. Legible Arabic English translation. Expla-
natory notes are added on almost every page. 
MANUALS, HISTORY AND LITERATURE. 
168. Arbuthnot, F.F. Arabic Authors; mnual of Arabian 
history and literature. London, William Heinemann, 
1890. 247p. 
Contains Arabs geography, the Ka'abah its history. 
Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) his Caliphs, Grandsons, 
Omayyads and Abbasids, muslim in Spain their litera-
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rature and architecture, Arabic authors their works 
with annotations including period of literature. 
MANUALS, TREATISES, GENERAL. 
169. Lansing, J.G. An Arabic Manual. New York, Charles 
Scribneris Sons, 1886. 309p. 
Elementary treatise deals with orthography, etymology, 
paradigms, chrestomathy. Arranged systematically and 
logically. 
MANUALS, WARS-STRATEGY. 
170. Al-Ansari, Umar Ibn Ibrahim al-awai. Tafrij al-Kurub f i 
tadbir al-Hurub. ( c ^^^^^ \;rr^ ,;S. ^  (-^j,y^^ ^^^^ ). 
Cairo, American University, 1961. 130p. 
Contents three chapters about the management of wars 
and nature of battles. List of 75 books with 
annotations and glossary on military terms with abb-
reviation and index. 
BIOGRAPHIES 
AUTOBIOGRAPHIES, IBN KHALDUN AND TAMERLANE. 
171. Fiscell, Walter. Ibn Khaldun and Tamerlane; a study 
based on Arabic manuscripts of Ibn Khaldun's Autobio-
graphy with translation into English. Barkeley, Uni-
versity of Columbia Press, 1952. 149p. 
Translation of autobiography of Ibn Khaldun in Arabic 
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Relationship between Ibn Khaldun and Tamerlane with 
commentary. Chronological tables of major events with 
name index. 
BIOGRAPHIES, AL-MUHASSIBI. 
172. Smith, Margaret. Al-Muhassibi { ^^ .,,^ .,.^ )^ ; early 
mystic of Baghdad. Amsterdam, Philo. Press, 1974. 311p. 
Life, teaching and writings of Abu Abdulla Harit bin 
Asad Anazi called Al-Muhassibi. Based on unpublished 
Arabic manuscript sources with notes, list of 
bibliographies with index. 
BIOGRAPHIES, COMPANIONS - PROPHET. 
173. Ibn Asir, Azuddin Abul Hasan ali bin Karom. Asdul 
Gabah. ( «iv---^Li3\ (^>——>l ). Leyden, Brill Press, 
1851-76. 14v. 
Set of fourteen volumes consist of famous biographi-
cal sourcci of the companion of the Prophet, arranged 
alphabetical order with comprehensi\'e index. 
BIOGRAPHIES, FREEDOM FIGHTERS, MUSLIM. 
.174. Allama, G. Eminer.t Muslim freedom fighte:rs 1562-1947; 
twenty one great lives. Delhi, Meeraj Pub. House, 1983. 
347p. 
Contains 21 great men's biographical sketches. Biogra-
phers starts from Mujaddid-i-Alf-e-Thani (1562-1624) 
to Nawab Bahadur Yar Jung (1905-1944). Bibliography 
of 165 books -with good index. 
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BIOGRAPHIES, GENEALOGY. 
175. Al-Samani, Abu Sad Abdul Karim. Al-Ansab. ( i__->i—1-y^) 
Hyderabad, Daratul Ma'arif, 1978. 413p. 
Literary investigation of generation and learned men 
and scholars. The art of genealogy is also discussed. 
BIOGRAPHIES, GENEALOGY. 
176. Ibn Sad, Abdulla Mohammad Katibul V/akidi. Tabqat al-
Kabir. ( .^,JLi^  cj>\i-~^  ). Leiden, Brill Press, 
1904-40. 9v. 
Set of nine volumes about 4250 items of biographies 
including 600 women, arranged geographically and with 
in each region chronologically and genealogically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, HAZRAT ALL 
177. Fazl, Ahmad. Ali. ( cs^ ); the fourth caliph of 
Islam. Lahore, S.M. Ashraf Publication, 1958. lOOp. 
Biography of Hazrat Ali and his contributions based 
on facts and authenticated in easy language. 
BIOGRAPHIES, HISTORIANS. 
178. Bukhari, Mohammad bin Ismail. Al-Tarikhul Kabir. { 
^ ^ r ^ L J I ) . Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif, 1942. 345p. 
Biographies of eminent historians v/ith their real 
position and legends. 100 items are vailable arranged 
word by word in alphabetical order. List of chapters 
are included at the end of every chapter. 
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BIOGRAPHIES, JAFAR IBN TALIB-ABU TALIB. 
179. Al-asbahani, Abul Faraj. Makalit-al-Talibin-v/a-
akhbarehim. ( - -^€= , U-i> 1^  ^ ;^_^ r-^  LkX^ cJ ^•^^ )• 
Cairo, Darul Ihya Kutub, 1549. 1415p. 
Historical work of bio9raphical dictionary. Contains 
bioyraphies of the disconducted of Abu Talib from 
Jafar ibn Tabib v/ho expired under the reiyn of al-
Muqtadir v;ho in some way lost their lives for political 
reason also included those who died in prison or in 
hiding. 
BIOGRAPHIES, JUDGES, EGYPT, 7TH - 8TH CEIITURY. 
180. Ibn Hajr Asgalani, Shahabuddin Ahmad bin Ali. Raf 
al-Isr-An-Qudat Misr. Cairo, Darush-Sharq, 1886. 1180p, 
Biographies of the Jud-^ es of Eyypt from the time of 
the conquest of Eyypt by Amr bin Aas. (663) upto the 
8th century. It divided into several Tabaqat (groups) 
arranged chronolO'^ically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, JURIST, HANAFIS. 
181. Al-Damishqui, Shamsuddin Abu Abdulla. Uqud al-Juman 
fi manaqib Abu Hanifa Ann Human. ( c:S^ \^^^L^^^—*-:^y>\ 
(_  Z!>\^cJ • y'?^ yy'^ ^ ' Hyderabad, Dairatul Ma'arif, 
1979. 467p. 
Comprehensive biography of Imam Abu Hanifa with an 
account of his eminent disciple. V7ork is consist of 
26 chapters with a good conclusion. 
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BIOGRAPHIES, JURIST, HANBALIS. 
182. Aliya, al-Hanbali Abul Hasan Mohammad. Tabcjat al-
Hanabilah. ( ^^ -AjUi'^  cs^ U-J=' ). Cairo, Darul al-
Ma'arif, 1889. 6v. 
Biographical notices of Hanbali scholars from the 
time of Imam Ahmad Ibn Mohammad bin Hanbal. The first 
eight folios are devoted to short contribution of 
Imam. The entries are arranged alphabetically in 
first two chapters and rest are in chronologically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, JURIST, SHAFIS. 
183. Tajuddin, Abu Masr Abdul Wahab. Tabqat al-shafi^a al-
Kubra. ed, Mahmood Mohammad. Cairo, Darul Ma'arif, 
1964. 7v. 
Comprehensive work of biographies of the Shafi school 
of thought. Entries are arranged alphabetically with 
an index. 
BIOGRAPHIES, JURIST, SHAFIS, 7TH - 8TH CENTURY. 
184. Ibn al-Qazi, Abu Bakr bin Ahmad bin Mohammad. Tabqat al-
Shafiya. ( ). Hyderabad, Dairatul m'arif, 1979. 29v. 
Biograhies of eminent Jurists of the Shafi school of 
thought from the time of Imam Shafi to 84 0 A.H. 
entries are arranged alphabetically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, LEXICOGRAPHERS. 
185. Syuti, Jalaluddin. Bughyatul-Vuat. ( vW-J'ia.—^ ). 
Cairo, Darul Ilm, 1311 A.H. 7v. 
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Biographical dictionary of lexicographers and 
grammerians compiled an extensive biographical dic-
tionary with an abridged index. 
BIOGRAPHIES, LEXICOGRAPHERS, 62 A.H. - 542 A.H. 
186. Kamaluddin, Abul Barakat Al Anbari. Nuzhat al-Alibbah 
fi Tab4al-Udaba. ( > t >y\ . J ^ c^  >uiii\,i_^  j.:^  ). 
Cairo, Darul Ihya, 1294 A.H. 912p. 
Biographies of lexicographers and grammerians from 
Ali the 4th Caliph dovm to 542 A.H. arranged chrono-
logical order. 
BIOGRAPHIES, MOHAI'IMAD BIN QASIM. 
187. Fazl, Ahmad. Mohammad bin Qasim. ( - — D ,_>^  ^>-,-i' ). 
Lahore, S.M. Ashraf Pub., 1958. 94p. 
Biography of first Arab General seventeen years old 
boy conqurred Sindh. Nephev7 and son in law of Hajjaj 
bin Yousuf. Information provides about the Hindu 
rulers of Sindh with index. 
BIOGRAPHIES, 114 SCHOLARS. 
188. Ibn al-Kifti, Kamaluddin. Tarikh al-Hukama. ( 
^lA^^'fx'- )• Leipzig. Dare-Sadir, 1903. 292p. 
Covered 114 items of biographies of physicians, philo 
sophers astronomers with many statement from Greek 
writers arranged alphabetically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, POETS. 
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189. Al-Djumhi, Ibn Salam Mohammad. Tabqat al-Shuara. { 
^ \yJiS\ C:^^:LJ=') . Cairo, Darul Ilm, 1920. 378p. 
Authentic bioyraphical source of Arab poets. Contains 
ten classes of four poets. Covered 114 items related 
to biographical facts and brief quotations of verses, 
yives authenticity of ancient poetry and concluded 
modern criticism in the Arabic poetry. 
BIOGRAPHIES, POETS. 
190. Al-Salibi, Abu Mansur Abdul Malik. Yatimat al-Dahr. 
( _^ >^_3^  5^ -*-.^  ) . Damiscus, Maktabae Fikr, 1302 
A.H. 4v. 
Bioyraphical source of eminent poets with specimens 
of their compositons. The work consist of four gism 
(parts). Each subdivided into several parts and 
chapters arranged by geographically and alphabetically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, POETS, PRE-ISLAMIC PERIODS. 
191. Nadvi, Syed Ziaul Hasan. Rannatul Tarab min Aghanil 
Arab. { c_-^^^ ^  V^ ^  ._^ c__;>^>4_.y ). 
Lucknow, Gulshan Ibrahim Press, 1923. 116p. 
Biographies of Arabic poets with introduction to 
Jahiliya period (pre-Islamic period). Simple meaning 
and arranged alphabetically v/ith index. 
BIOGRAPHIES, POETS, PRE-ISLAMIC - 9TH CENTURY. 
192. Al-Isbahani, Abul Far j. Kitab al-Aghani.( <:^^yL_>c3). 
Bulak, Darush-Shaab, 1969. 20v. 
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Information about the poets who were the composers of 
sonys, yives details about the ancient Arab tribes, 
their social life, the court life of Umayyads society 
and social environment of the Abbasids. Covered Arab 
civilisation from the Pre-Islamic period down to end 
of 9th century and also yives yreat information 
sources for the development of Arab style. 
BIOGRAPHIES, PROPHET AND KINSMAN. 
193 Buladhuri, Ahmad Ibn Yahya Ibn Jabir. Ansabul Ashraf 
( c__-ij:-/\i '\ J-M . Cairo, Darul Ma'arif, 1839. 
864p. 
Biographical source yenealogical literature arranged 
genealogically begins with the life of the Prophet 
and biographies of his knisman, the Abbasids followed 
the Alids. The Abd Shem follow the Banu Hashim. Rest 
of Kuryash are dealth with the Kays in particular 
Thakif. 
BIOGRAPHIES, SAINT AND SUFIS. 
194. Syed, Mohd. Siddiq Hasan Khan. Al Tajul Mokallal min 
Jawahir-e-Maathiril Tarazil-Akharwal-Awwal. ( 
Bhopal, Siddiqi Press, 1882. 376p. 
Biographies of religous person,leading personalities, 
greatmen and eminent writers with genealogy arranged 
alphabetically. 
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BIOGRAPHIES, SAINTS AND SUFIS, AL-GHAZALI. 
195. Watl, M. Montgomery. Muslim intellectual; study of 
Al-Ghazali. ( (^yy*S^ ) . Edinburgh, University Press 
1963. 153p. 
Contains life and thought in determining the spritual 
values of Arab and Azam society. Provides notes, 
chronological table and comprehensive bibliography. 
BIOGRAPHIES, SAINT AND SUFIS, NARRATORS. 
196. Mohammad bin Ismail. Al-Tarikh as-Saghir. ( 
^V2^\'^UJ>\ )• Allahabad, Anwar Ahmadi, 1907. 
250p. 
Based on Asma ar-Rijal that means biographies of 
narrators. Explanation of difficult words by the com-
piler in the margin. 
BIOGRAPHIES, SAIYID SHAHEED. 
197. Mohiuddin Ahmad. Saiyid Ahmad Shaheed; his life and 
Mission. Lucknow, AIRP., 1975. 319p. 
Biography within the context of religious, social and 
political condition in India in 18th century in order 
to true chracter, aims and achievements are highligh-
ted. List of bibliographies, maps and index are 
given. 
BIOGRAPHIES, SCHOLARS, INDIANS AND FOREIGN, 7TH CENTURY. 
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198. Mubarakpuri, Athhar. Rijalus Sinde wal hinde Elal 
Qarnis Sabe. ( ^U-ai^^^jj^ 0^.1.--2^N^  O^^-^-^UW )• 
Bombay, Hejazia Press, 1958. 328p. 
Covers eminent Indian scholars settled in India and 
out side of India with biographical sketch. About 250 
items are included arranged alphetically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, SCHOLARS, PRE-ISLAMIC - 652 A.H. 
199 . Ibn Abi U s a i b a h , Muwaf faqadd in Abul Abbas. Uyunal-Anba fi 
Tabaqat al-Alibbah. (^''^J lLWif'_^\c:,^ ^-r*) • ed, A. Muller, 
Koningberg, Darii Ilm, 1884. 872p. 
Information about the lives of eminent physician from 
the earliest time to 652 A.H. Translated into various 
languages arranged chronologically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, SCHOLARS, SAINTS AND SUFIS, 1ST - 12TH CENTURY. 
20 0. Mohammad Amin, bin Mohammad al-Naqashbandi. Taj 
al-Tabqat. ( cji_> VL-~^ 1 f-VJ )• Leden, Brill 
Press, 1965. 1165p. 
Comprehensive work comprising biographical notices of 
the Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) companion of the Prophet 
saints, sufis and eminent scholar from the begning of 
the Hijra upto 12th century. Divided into 12th 
Mujjallah each treating of a century and most of 
these are subdivided in several parts. 
BIOGRAPHIES, SCHOLARS, SCRIPT VJRITERS. 
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201. Shamsuddin, Mohammad bin All. Tabaqatul Mufassarin. 
( • .^..^Ja-Ll tJijU.^ ). Leiden, Brill Press, 
1939. 714p. 
Biographical information of 314 eminent scholars, who 
wrote commentaries on the Quran arranged alphabeti-
cally. The present work is said to be the best over 
compiled on the subject. 
BIOGRAPHIES, SCHOLARS, YEMEN, 4TH - 13TH CENTURY. 
202. Badruddin, Abu Abdullah al-Hussain. Tuhfat al-Zaman 
fi tarikh-e-sadat al-Yaman.( •^N^p.U.,^-^^^i; ^ 
c_> l-JjiV . 5 — ^ ). Beirut, Dare Sadir, 1889. 579p. 
Biographies of eminent scholars of Yemen. Its a short 
note of Al-Suluk fi Tabqat al-ulama wal-Muluk. ( 
c^^^^ >\JU.3\C:J\S^C^ ^^-—^^ ) of 
Mohammad bin Yusuf al-Junadi. Contains life of 
Prophet and his companions who visited Yemen and 
others great scholar from the 4th century to publish-
ing of this work arranged chronologically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, SCIENTISTS AND HUMANITISTS. 
203. Al-Ghabrini, Abul Abbas. Unwan al-diraya fiman 
urrifa minal ulamae fi miatis sabeate bebajaya. ( a_ L,-^  
Beirut, Lajnatut Talif, 1969. 460p. 
List of 108 biographies in the field of science and 
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humanities in the middle west countries in 7th 
century important places,historical and geographical 
background with alphabetical index, 
BIOGRAPHIES, TRADITIONS. 
204. Burhanuddin, Abu wafa Ibrahim. Al-Tabyin Li asmaeel 
Mudallisin ( • _ „ ^ xJ.\-* \ "y^ - ' • A ~ ^ ^ ^' 
Cairo, Darul Ma'arif, 1965. 589p. 
Biographical sources of those traditionist who with 
intent to device, have related tradition which they 
pretended to have received from well known and 
reliable shaikh from whom they actually received 
those traditionist arranged in alphabetically. 
BIOGRAPHIES, TRADITIONS. 
205. Burhanuddin, Abul Wafa Ibrahim. Tadkirat al Talib ( 
C-JL^'^ »y6^ ) . Leiden, Brill Presp, 1965. 786p. 
Contains short biographical information of the Mukhad 
ramin or those traditionist who though they lived in 
the time of the Prophet did not see him or embaraced 
Islam after his death. In the preface said this kind 
of work is done first time. 
BIOGRAPHIES, TRADITIONS, AL-NAWAWI. 
206. Abdul, M.O.A. Selected traditions of al-Nawawi. 
Lagos, Islamic Pub. Bureau, 1973. 90p. 
Forth Hadith of Nawawi opens with brief notes on the 
history of the Hadith and a short account of life and 
work of al-Nawawi. 
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BIOGRAPHIES, TRADITIONS, AL-SAHIHAIN. 
207. Abu Ali, Al-Husain al-Jayani. Taqyid al-Mahmood wa 
Tamyiz al-Mushkil. { \^^^\'jJ^2:>^,^^\o^^^'-) . 
Cairo, Darul Ma'arif 1889. 864p. 
Biographical information and their Nisbah and Kunnah 
mentioned in the Al-Jami al-Sahih of Bukhari and 
Muslim. Because of their similarity to each other are 
liable to be fonfounded. Arranged alphabetically with 
index by name and places. 
BIORAPHIES, TRADITIONS, AL-SAHIHAIN. 
208. Abul Fazl, Mohammad bin Tahir al-Maqdasi. Asma-Rijal 
al-Salihin. ( ^^^V.ya3^ ci3 W ^^ •^='^ '^  •^ 
Baghdad, Makatib al-Ilm, 1849. 1516p. 
Biographical dictionary of those traditionist whose 
names occured in the Sahih Bukhari and Sahih Muslim 
and accounts of them are given into two separate 
works by Abu Nasr Ahmad Kalabadi and Abu Bakr Ahmad 
al-Isfahani. 
BIOGRAPHIES, TRANSLATED, SAINTS AND SUFIS, IBN AL-ARABI. 
209. Husaini, S.A.Q. Ibn al-Arabi; great muslim mystic 
and thinker. Lahore, S.M. Ashraf Pub., 1931. 99p. 
Biography of Sheikh Ibn al-Arabi and works travelling 
account and opinions of scholars are given. Work has 
been translated directly from Nafhatut-Tib,Arabic 
references source written by Al-Maghribi. 
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BIOGRAPHIES, TRANLATED, WORDS AND DEEDS, PROPHET. 
210. Nadvi, S. Abul Hasan All. Mohammad Rasulullah (PUSH) 
the life of Prophet Mohammad. Lucknow, AIRP, 1979. 
413p. 
Biographies of the Prophet of Islam work combined 
traditinal scholarship with modern researches in 
history and displays insight and intelligence. Trans-
lated work from the original source Siratun Nabi (c*^' 
^ »). Arabic text by Mohiuddin Ahmad. 
BIOGRAPHIES-WAZIRS, BUHAWID PERIOD. 
211. Hila, Al-sabi Abul Hasan. Kitab al-Wazra. (>V>^^—>^). 
Beirut, Darul Fikr, 1904. 975p. 
Valuable source for political, social and cultural 
activities of Buhawid period and also written on the 
Wazirs of Caliph Al-Muktadar. It deals with protocole 
at the court and official correspondence. 
WHO'S WHO 
WHO'S WHO, INTERNATIONAL, ARAB WORLD. 
212. Who's Who in the Arab world. Beirut, Publitic Publi-
cations, 1965-66. 972p. 
Comprehensive wurvey of fifteen Arab countries giving 
details of their economic and social structure, bib-
liographical notes of 3000 personalities in the Arab 
world also covers retrospective and prospective 
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references and biographies, contributions, addresses 
of living persons are provided. 
WHO'S WHO, INTERNATIONAL,7TH - 14TH CENTURY. 
213. Al-Shawkani, Muhammad bin Ali. Al-Badr al-Talee be 
mahasine-min ba'd al-qarn al-sabe.( 
-^\^^c>J>^'^-^yjr^^^\^.J^^^^\f'>^''- C^i^°' Mata'at 
al-Sa'adah, 1348 A.H. 2v. 
Set of two volumes started from later of 7th century 
till now. Covered biographies, personalities, educa-
tionist, writers, orators, narrators etc. alphabeti-
cally, v.l. deals with 354 persons, v.2. deals with 
441 persons with index. 
WHO'S WHO, NATINAL, SAUDI ARABIA, 1983-4. 
214. Hafiz, Faisal A. Who's Who in Saudi Arabia 1983-84. 
Jeddah, Tihama, 1984. 375p. 
International circles with public figures of Saudi 
Arabia in all walks of life. Fills a gap in the 
information retrieval. Valuable data never published 
in this form in any muslim country of world. 
WHO'S WHO, NATIONAL, U.A.R. 
215. Bilattner, J.E. £d. Who's Who in U.A.R. and near east 
Cairo. Cairo, Kasr-al-Nil, 1959. 632p. 
Biographical work in the middle east countries 
arranged under country wise and alphabetically, deals 
10 5 
with personalities with yovernment serives, diplomats 
scientists, economists, educationists, religious 




216. Mohammad Masud. Fihrist al-Aghani. ( c>^y^ cJ:—v^ a^jj ) . 
Cairo, Darul Asaril Arabia, 1323. 4v. 
Set of four volumes deals with indices of person, 
poems, places, mountains and rivers etc. respectively 
arranged alphabetically. Translated from French into 
Arabic. 
INDEXES, AUTHOR. 
217. Mohammad Shaif. Analytical indices to the Kitab al-
Ikd al-Farid. ( ^__>^^\^vJ^ ---^ ). 
Calcutta, Bapitist Mission Press, 1935. Ixxii, 1044p. 
List of author indicates their place of origin, nick-
name, contribution, arranged alphabetically. Divided 
into four parts. Part 1. deals with name of poets 
cited in the work. Part 2. deals with rhymes. Part 3. 
deals with the name of persons, tribes etc. Part 4. 
deals with name of places. Indices are based on the 
dition of the Ikd. Published in three volumes by Ibn 
Abd Rabbihi. 
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INDEXES, DOCUMENTS, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH. 
218. Zohurul Bari. documentation on West Asia and North 
Africa. New Delhi, SIS., JNU., 1983. 
Index covered sources in Arabic and English included 
documents as well as selected research papers. 
Arranged chronologically. List of sources cited in 
the index with abbreviation. 
INDEXES, LITERATURE, PERIODICALS. 
219. Ahmad-Bioud, A., comp. 3,200 revues et journaux 
arabes de 1800 a 1965. Titres arabes et titres trans-
litteres, Paris, Bibliotheque. Nationale, Maison des 
sceinces de I'Homme, 1969. 232p. 
Published with assistance of the French National 
Commission for Unesco. Entry is the under Arabic 
title, followed by romanised from data; first year 
and place of publication, type of information supplied 
(e.g. social political, questions, general subjects, 
medical review). 
INDEXES, LITERATURE, PERIODICALS. 
220. Index Islamicus. Cambridge, Heffer, 1958. xxxvi, 897p. 
supp. 1956-80. 6v. quarterly. 1981-83. 3v. 
Classified guide to periodical literature with an 
author index. From 1977 books are also indexed. 
Entries arranged systematically, contains, current 




AUTHOR AND TITLE INDEX UNDER THE SUBJECTS 
Entry Number 
ABSTRACTS, DISSERTATIONS 22 5 
DOCTORAL, 1883 - 1968 227 
RELIGIOUS 228 
American doctoral dissertations on the Arab 
world 1883 - 1968 227 
Dissertation Abstracts International 226 
Religious and Theological Abstracts 228 
Selim, G.D. 227 
ATLASES 229 
CHRONOLOGICAT, 230 
GEOGRAPHICAL AND H I S T O R I C A L , MEDIEVAL PERIODS 2 3 1 
HISTORICAL 232 
ISLAM 233, 234 
MUSLIM 2 35 
PEOPLES, MUSLIM 236 
PRE-ISLAMIC 237 
PHYSICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL 238 
Al-Geographia al-Arabia 238 
Al-Urusi, Hasan Jalal 232 
Alvi, Syed Mohd. Ziauddin 238 
Arab information centre 229 
Atlas al-tarikh al-Islam 232 
122 
Atlas of Arab world and Middle East 230 
Atlas of Islamic history 234 
Balakhi, Abi Jaid Ahmad bin Sahl 237 
Brice, William C , ed. 233 
Buldan ul-Khlafat e-sh sharquiya 231 
Gomma, Ibrahim 235 
Hazrad, H.W. 234 
Hisorical Atlas of Islam 233 
Historical Atlas of the Muslim peoples 236 
Historical chart of the Muslim world 235 
Kitabu Surul Aqalim 237 
Laslarange, Kee 231 
Roolvink, R. 236 
Strategic Arab world 229 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ARAB WORLD, 1914-1971 A.D. 7 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL, IRAQ, PRE-ISLAMIC PERIOD 8 
AUTHORS 9 
HADIS, 2ND - 14TH CENTURY 10 
BILINGUAL, FRENCH 11 
BOOKS AND PERIODICALS, EGYPT, PAKISTAN IRAN 12 
DIALECTS 13 
DICTIONARIES 14 
DISSERTATIONS, UNIVERSITIES - INDIAN 15 
EGYPT, 7TH - llTH CENTURY 16 
123 
FOREIGN RELATIONS, AFRICA 17 
GENERAL 18, 19 




BILINGUAL, ENGLISH, SOVIET MIDDLE EAST 24 
JORDAN, LEBANON AND SYRIA 25 
QURAN 26 
PRE-ISLAMIC 1977 A.D. 27 
SERIALS, SUBJECT 28 
SOCIAL SCIENCE, TRILINGUAL, ENGLISH-FRENCH, 
MIDDLE EAST, 1948 - 1973 29 
TRANSLATIONS, ENGLISH 30 
QURAN 31 
TRILINGUAL, FRENCH-ENGLISH 32 
A bibliography of Mesopotamian archaeological 
sites 8 
Al-dzaw al-lamee le ahle qarnistasee 20 
Al-Horrammeli, Mohammad bin Hassan 9 
Al-Kattani, Mohammad bin Ja'afar 10 
Al-Kindi, Abi Umar Mohammad bin Yousuf 16, 88 
Al-Mu'jamat al-arabiya, Bibliy ujrafiya 
shamila mashruha 14 
Al-Mujam al-mufahhiris li alfaz-el-Hadith 21 
124 
Al-Sakhawi, Mohammad Ibn Abdur Rahman 2 0 
Altoma, Salih J. 18 
Al-Wulah wa Kitab al-Qudah 16 
Amal al-Ammel 9 
Aman, Mohammad M. 28 
Anderson, M, 27 
Anwar, Moazzam 19 
Arab-African relations, 1973-75; a guide 19 
Arab culture and society in change; a partia-
lly annotated bibliography of books and 
articles 7 
Arabic dialect studies; a select bibliography 13 
Arabic linguistics; an introduction and bib-
liography 22 
Arabic literature to the end of the Umayyad 
period 23 
Arabic materials in English translation; a 
bibliography of works from the pre-Islamic 
period to 1977 27 
Arab periodical and serials; a subject biblio-
graphy 28 
Al-Risalatu al-Mustatrifah 10 
Atiyeh, George Nicholas 29 
Bakalla, M.H, 22 
125 
Bees to, A.F.F., ed. 23 
Bevis, Richard W. 30 
Bibliographyie de la culture arabe contempo-
raine 32 
Bibliographie Des ourrages arabes 11 
Bibliography of doctoral dissertatin; humani-
ties 1857 - 1970 15 
Bibliotheca cisorientalia; an annotated check 
list of early English travelbook on the 
near and middle east 30 
Binark, Ismet 31 
Bolton, Alexander Rollo Collo 24 
Elias, Richard S. 8 
Ghali, Wajdi Rizq 14 
Hussain, Asaf 12 
India. Inter-University Board 15 
Islamic movements in Egypt, Pakistan and Iran; 
an annotated bibliography 12 
Jamal al-Din al-Afghani; a muslim intellectual 19 
Jordan, Lebanon and Syria; an annotated bib-
liography 25 
Mam, C.E., comp. 7 
Modern Arabic literature; a bibliography of 
articles, books, dissertation and trans-
lations in Egnlish 18 
126 
Palai, Raphel 25 
Sobelman, Harvey 13 
Soveit middle east studies; an analysis and 
bibliography 24 
The Cambridge history of Arabic literature 26 
The contemporary middle east 1948-197 3; a 
selected and annotated bibliography 29 
Wensinck, A.J. 21 
World bibliography of translations of the 
meaning of the holy Quran 31 
Zoghby, Samir M. 17 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BILINGUAL, 
ENGLISH, ARAB WORLD, 19TH - 20TH CENTURY 1 
BAGHDAD 2 
EGYPT 3 
ISLAM, TRILINGUAL, PERSIAN-TURKISH 4 
LITERATURE ECONOMIC 5 
MEDIEVAL - 1919 A.D. 6 
Analytical guide to the bibliographies on Islam 
Mohammad and the Quran 4 
Anawati, R.P.M.M. 3, 11 
Awad, Gurgis, comp. 2 
Bibliographical list of the Arab world 1 
Bibliographie des ou vrages Arabes 3 
127 
Bibliography of Economic literature on middle 
east 5 
Cairo. Daral-Kutub al-Misriyah 1 
Geddes, Charles L. 4 
Jamharatul marajea al-Baghdadia 6 
Mujamat al-Matbuatil Arabia 6 
Sarkis, Yousuf alyan 6 
AUTOBIOGRAPHIES, IBN KHALDUN AND TAMERLANE 171 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, AL-MUHASSIBI 172 
COMPANIONS - PROPHET 173 
FREEDOM FIGHTERS, MUSLIM 174 
GENEALOGY 175, 176 
HAZRAT ALI 177 
HISTORIANS 178 
JAFAR IBN TALIB-ABUTALIB 179 
JUDGES, EGYPT, 7TH - 8TH CENTURY 180 
JURIST, HANAFIS 181 
HANBALIS 182 
SHAFIS 183 
7TH - 8TH CENTURY 184 
LEXICOGRAPHERS 185 
62 A.H. - 542 A.H. 186 
MOHD. BIN QASIM 187 
114 SCHOLARS 188 
128 
POETS 189, 190 
PRE-ISLAMIC PERIODS 191 
9TH CENTURY 192 
PROPHET AND KINSMAN 193 
SAINTS AND SUFIS 194 
AL-GHAZALI 195 
NARRATORS 196 
SAAIYID SHAHEED 197 
SCHOLARS, INDIANS AND FOREIGN 7TH CENTURY 198 
RE-ISLAMIC - 652 A.H. 199 
SAINTS AND SUFIS, 1ST - 12TH CENTURY 200 
SCRIPTWIRTERS 201 
YEMEN, 4TH - 13TH CENTURY 202 
SCIENTISTS AND HUMANISTS 203 
TRADITIONS 204, 205 
AL-NAWAWI 2 06 
AL-SAHIHAIN 207, 208 
TRANSLATED, SAINTS AND SUFIS, IBN Al-ARABI 209 
WORDS AND DEEDS, PROPHET 210 
-WAZIR, BUHAWID PERIOD 211 
A. Muller, ed^ . see Ibn Abi Usaibah, Muaffaqa-
ddin Abul Abbas 
Abdul, M.O.A. 206 
Abu All, al-Hussain al-Jayani 207 
Abul Fazl, Mohammad bin Tahir al-Maqdasi 208 
129 
Al-Ansab 175 
Al-Asbahani, Abul Faraj 179, 192 
Al-Damishqui, Shamsuddin Abu Abdulla 181 
Al-Djumhi, Ibn Salam Mohammad 189 
Al-Ghabrini, Abul Abbas 2 03 
Ali; the fourth Caliph of Islam 177 
Aliya/ al-Hanbali Abul Hasan Mohammad 182 
Allama, G. 174 
Al-Muhassibi; early mystic of Baghdad 172 
Al-Salibi, Abu Mansur abdul Malik 190 
Al-Samani, Abu Sad Abdul Karim 175 
Al-Tabyin Li asmaeel-Mudallisin 204 
Al-Tajul - Mokallal min Jawahir-e-Maathiril 
Tarazil Akhar wal-Awwal 194 
Al-Tarikh al-Kabir 178 
Al-Tarikhus-Saghir 196 
Ansabul Ashraf 193 
Asdul Gabah 173 
Asma-Rijal al-Salihin 208 
Badruddin, Abu abdullah al-Hussain 202 
Bughyat al-Vuat 185 
Bukhari, Mohammad bin Ismail 178 
Buldhuri, Ahmad Ibn Yahya Ibn Jabir 19 3 
Burhanuddin, Abu Wafa Ibrahim 204, 205 
130 
Eminent Muslim freedom fighters 1562-1947; 
twenty one great lives 174 
Fazl, Ahmad 177, 187 
Fiscell, Walter 171 
Hilal, al-Sabi Abul Hasan 211 
Hussaini, S.A.Q. 209 
Ibn Abi Usaibah, Muwaffaqaddin Abul Abbas 199 
Ibn al-Arabi; great muslim mystic and thinker 209 
Ibn al-Kifti, Kamaluddin 188 
Ibn al-Qazi, Abu Bakr bin Ahmad bin Mohammad 184 
Ibn Asir, Azuddin Abul Hasan ali bin Karom 173 
Ibn Hajr Asqalani, Shahbuddin Ahmad bin Ali 81/ 180 
Ibn Khaldun and Tamerlane; a study based 
Arabic Manscripts of Ibn Khaldun's autobio-
graphy with translation into English 171 
Ibn Sad/ Abdulla Mohammad Katibul Wakidi 176 
Kamaluddin, Abul Barakat al-Anbari 186 
Kitab al-Aghani 192 
Kitab al-Wazra 211 
Makalil al-Talibin-wa-akhbarehim 179 
Mehmood-Mohammad see Tajuddin, Abu Nasr Abdul 
Wahab 
Mohammad Amin bin Mohammad al-Naqashbandi 200 
Mohammad bin Ismail 196 
131 
Mohairanad bin Qasim 187 
Mohammad Rasulullah; the life of Prophet 
Mohammad (PBUH) 210 
Mohiuddin Ahmad 197 
Mubarakpuri, Athhar 198 
Muslim intellectual; study of al-Ghazali 195 
Nadvi, S. Abul Hasan Ali 210 
Nadvi, Syed Ziaul Hasan 210 
Nuzhat al-Alibbah fi Tabqat-Udaba 186 
Raf al-Isr-An-Qudat Misr 180 
Rajalus Sinde wal-hinde Elal Qarnis Sabe 198 
Saiyid Ahmad Shaheed; his life admission 197 
Selected traditions of al-Nav/awi 206 
Shamsuddin Mohammad bin Ali 201 
Smith, Margaret 172 
Syed, Mohd. Siddiq Hasan Khan 194 
Syuti, Jalaluddin 79, 90, 96, 
185 
Tabaqat al-Mufassirin 201 
Tabqat al-Kabir 176 
Tabqat al-Shafiya 184 
Tabqat al-Shafiya al-Kubra 183 
Tabqat al-Shuara 189 
Tadkirat al-Talib 205 
132 
Taj al-Tabaqat 200 
Tajuddin, Abu Nasr Abdul Wahab 183 
Taqyid al-Mahmood wa Tamyiz al-Mushkil 207 
Tarikh al-Hukama 188 
Tuhfat al-zaman fi tarikh-e-sadat al-Yaman 202 
Unwan al-diraya fi man urrifa minal ulamae fi 
miatis sabeate be bajaya 203 
Uqud al-Jaman fi manaqib Abu Hanifa Ann Numah 181 
Uyun al-Anba fi tabaqat al-Alibbah 199 
Watt, M. Montgomery 195 
Yatimat al-Dahr 190 
CALENDARS, ISLAMIC 24 7 
LUNI-SOLAR 24 8 
Alavi, Ishaqunnabi 248 
Arab calendar prevalent during the life time 
Muhammad; an Indian discovery 248 
Hashim, Amir Ali 247 
Upstream downstream reconstruction of Islamic 
Chronology 24 7 
CATALOGUES-DOCUMENTS, ISLAMIC 33 
MANUSCRIPTS 34, 35 





ISLAMIC-ARABIC, MINGANA 40 
LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY, LUCKNOW 41 
QURANIC,HADIS, FIQH, MINGANA 42 
SERIALS, ISLAM AND ARABIC SOURCES 43 
-UNION, SERIALS 44 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 45 
MIDDLE EAST 4 6 
USA 47 
Alphabetical index of Arabic manuscripts in 
the Government oriental Manuscripts Library 39 
Arab world newspapers in the Library of Congress 45 
Auchterlonie, James Paul Crawford 44 
Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts 35 
Catalogue of Arabic manuscripts in the Garrett 
collection in Princeton University Library 37 
Catalogue of oriental manuscripts in the 
Lucknow University Library 41 
Catalogue of oriental manuscripts-VI Arabic 
251-300 34 
Catalogue of the Arabic manuscripts 38 
Catalogue of the collection of Arabic coins 
preserved in the Khedivial Library 36 
Chandrasekharan, T. 39 
EL-Hadi, M.M. 47 
Gacek, A. 38 
134 
Gottschalk, H.L. 40, 42 
Institute of Islamic manuscripts; the library 
catalogue 33 
Islamic Arabic Manuscript; catalogue of the 
Mingana collection 40 
Islamic Arabic Manuscripts; Fasicle I. Quran. 
Hadith. & Fiqh. Catalogue of the Mingana 
collection of manuscripts 42 
Kali, Prasad 41 
Lanepoole, Stanley 36 
List of Arabic serials in the United States 47 
Macdonald, John 34 
Mach, R. 37 
McGill University 33 
Muzzar, Ali, comp. 43 
Shaukat Ali Khan, ed. 35 
U.S. Library of Congress 45 
Union catalogue of Arabic serials and news-
papers in British libraries 44 
CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIUM 24 9 
Al-Biruni commemorative volume 249 
Hakim, Mohammad Said 249 
DICTIONARIES, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH 71,72,73,74,75 
IRAQI ARABIC 7 6 
-USAGE 77 
135 
BIOGRAPHICAL 78, 79, 80 
8TH CENTURY 81 
1ST - 6TH CENTURY 82 
GENEALOGY, SUDAN 83 
GENERAL 84, 85 
1ST - 12TH CENTURY 86 
LADIES, MUSLIM 87 
LAW, EGYPT 88 
PRE-ISLAMIC-ABBASIDS PERIOD 89 
SCRIPT WRITERS 9 0 
CLASSIFIED PHONETICS 91 
CURRENT-USAGE 9 2 
ETYMOLOGICAL 9 3 




ISLAMIC PERIOD 101 
LANGUAGE CLASSIC-NEW 102 
POETRY, PROPER-NAMES 103 
PROVERBS 104 
QUOTATIONS, BILINGUAL, PERSIAN 105 
STATISTICAL, WORD AND ITS USAGE, QURANIC 106 
TERMS, BIOGRAPHICAL 10 7 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 108 
136 
TECHNICAL, BILINGUAL, GERMAN 109 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 110 
-MODERN 111, 112 
TRILINGUAL, ENGLISH-FRENCH 113 
TERMS, CHEMISTRY, ENGLISH-FRENCH 114 
GEOLOGICAL,ENGLISH-FRENCH 115 
MATHEMATICS, ENGLISH-FRENCH 116 
VOCABULARIES 117 
CLASSIFIED, TRANSLATED, PROFESSIONAL 118 
TRANSLATED, ARABIC, OMANI 119 
TERMS, LIBRARY SCIENCE 120 
WORDS AND ITS USAGE 121,124,125,126 
POETIC 127 
TRANSLATED 128 
A bibliographical dictionary of the Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan 83 
Abu Jafar, Ahmad bin Yousuf bin All 121 
Abu Zaid, Ansari 127 
Abu Zakaria, Yahya bin Sharaf al-Nawawi 107 
A dictionary of Iraqui Arabic, English-Arabic 76 
A dictionary of modern technical terms; 
Arabic-English 111 
A dictionary of modern written Arabic 126 
A dictionary of oriental quotations; Arabic 
and Persian 105 
A dictionary of technical terms; English-Arabic 112 
137 
Ad-duraru al-ka'mina fi A'yan-il-mi'atith 
thamania 81 
Al-Aa'lam 84 
Al-Asqalani, Shihabuddin Ahmad bin All Ibn 
Hajr see Ibn Hajr 
Al-Azhari, Abu Mansoor Ahmad 91 
Al-Barudi, Abdulla Umar 120 
Al-Farid Arabic-English dictionary 95 
Al-Firojabadi Majduddin 97 
Al-Huruf 125 
Al-Jamahiratu fil-Lugha 122 
Al-Jawahiri, Abu Nasar Ismail bin Mohammad 98 
Al-Kindi, Abu Umar Mohammad see Al-Kindi... 
Al-Kudzat al-Misr 88 
Al-Maidani, Abul Fazal Ahmad bin Mohammad 104 
Al-Manar; an English-Arabic dictionary 123 
Al-Mawrid; a modern English-Arabic dictionary 71 
Al-Mu'jam al-Ihsaee li-Alfaz al-Quran al-Karim 166 
Al-Mu'jam al-Muarrab-lil-Mustalahat al-Maktabia 120 
Al-Mu'jam fil Lugha 117 
Al-Mustalah 108 
Al-Qamus al-Jadid 124 




Aqrab al-Mawarid fi fushil Arabiate wash-
Shawarit 99 
Arabi-Al-Ma'ni 109 
Arabic-English dictionary of the modern 
Arabic of Egypt 7 5 
Arabic-English lexicon 74 
Arabic historians 89 
Arab States. Education, culture and Science 
Organisation 114, 115, 116 
Ar-Jurkali, Khairuddin 84 
Ash-Shartuni, Saeed al-Khuri 99 
A short vocabulary of Omani Arabic 119 
Askari, Abu ahmad 103 
Assaran, Hassan 108 
Biographical dictionary of prominent muslim 
ladies 87 
Blachere, Regis 113 
Bugyat al-Amal 121 
Charity, B.E. 76 
Classified vocabulary; English-Arabic 118 
dictionaire arabe-francois-anglais 113 
Dictionary of library terms; English-Arabic 110 
Doni ach, N.S., ed. 92, 128 
Dasturul al-Ilm bi marifat al-Alam 86 
El-Benhawy, Mohammad Amin 110 
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INDEXES, PERIODICALS, 18TH - 20TH CENTURY. 
221. Rossavi, N. Petter, ed. Articles on the middle east, 
1947 - 1971; accumulaiton of the bibliographies from 
the Middle East Journal. Ann Arbor, Mich Pierian Pr. 
1980. 4v. 
Set of four volumes covers the muslim world from 
Morocco to Pakistan, emphasis on modern history, 
politics, social conditons language and literature 
from the last 18th century to the present. Boad 
topical arrangement; separate section for book 
reviews. Annotation and index in v.4. 
INDEXES, SERIALS, GENERAL. 
222. King Abdul Aziz University Library. Current list of 
Periodicals. Jeddah. [ s. 1. ]. 1969-70. 21p. 
List of Arabic periodical divided into three sections 
A - General. B - Social sciences and humanities. C -
Science and technology with title and subject index. 
Reference tools are provided for the research scho-
lars and other academicians. 
INDEXES, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES, ARAB WORLD. 
223. Liunggren, F. The Arab world index; an international 
guide to periodical literature in the social science 
and humanities in the contemporary Arab world 1960-64. 
Cairo, American Univ. Press, 1967. 
108 
Contains almost all the subjects of social sciences 
i.e. history, political science, social science, edu-
cation, economics and general works and bibliography 
arranged geographically for the study of modern Arab 
world. 
INDEXES, SOCIETIES, CULTURAL, ARAB. 
224. Saint Joseph's University. Centre of the study of the 
modern arab world. Arab culture and society in change. 
Beirut, Dairatul Mashreq, 1973. 297p. 
Contains references about 5,000 books and articles on 
culture and change in the society. Systematically 
arranged with author, regions and subject index. 
INDEXES, TRANSLATIONS. 
225. Index Translationum. International Bibliography of 
Translations. Paris, Unesco, 1948. v.l. 
Entries arranged under the name of the countries 
according to UDC. Important work covered under the 
various languages translated from Arabic and Persian 
mainly with author index. 
ABSTRACTS 
ABSTRACTS, DISSERTATIONS. 
226. Dissertation Abstracts International. Ann Arbor, 
University Microfilms, 1952. 
Monthly compilation of doctoral dissertations with 
109 
author and subject indices. Consists of different 
religions including Islam under Section A - Humanities 
and social science. 
ABSTRACTS, DISSERTATIONS,DOCTORAL, 1883-1968. 
227. Selim, G.D. American doctoral dissertation on the 
Arab world 1883-1968. Washington, Library of Congress, 
1970. 
About 1000 items are listed includes subject index 
deals with Arabic speaking countires and all communi-
ties where Arabic is sopken. Its main source was dis-
sertation Abstract but unpublished sources. 
ABSTRACTS, RELIGIONS. 
228. Religions and Theological Abstracts. Youngtown, Ohio, 
Theological Publications, 1958. 
Quarterly with annual cummulations. Presents abstracts 
in English of select Christian, Jewish and Islamic 




229. Arab information centre. Strategic Arab world. Scale 
1, 8, 000, 000. New York, 1960. 118p. 
Coloured tropographical maps to indicate league of 
Arab state showing holy places, historical and 
110 
archaeological sites, agricultural and pastural, mine-
ral deposits, desert areas, oil pipe lines, major 
roads and railways and also military bases with fully 
index. 
ATLASES, CHRONOLOGICAL. 
230. Atlas of Arab world and Middle East. London, Macmillan, 
1960. 108p. 
Provides quick understanding of the movements of the 
peoples and of the size and the expansion of states, 
the spread of religion, the routes followed by trave-
llers, historical importance of particular town, 
rivers and so forth. 
ATLASES, GEOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL, MEDIEVAL-PERIODS. 
231. Laslarange, Kee. Buldan ul-Khilafat e-sh sharquiya. 
( d_^ y^Ji^ V ^ y^i_J.^  <^^^^.^ ). Baghdad, Ar-
Rabita Press, 590p. 
Iraq, Al-Jazaeer, and Iran and middle east Arab coun-
tries, period covered from conquest of Islam to 
Taimur's age. Work written actually at the end of 
Abbasids period in semetic language, translated into 
Arabic with annotated bibliographies, list of impor-
tant places and historical background and name, place 
index by Bashir Francis and Korkis Awwad. Divided in 
34 chapters deals with historical, geographical and 
U l 
political background during the whole medieval period. 
ATLASES, HISTORICAL. 
232. Al-Urusi, Hasan Jalal. Atlas al-tarikh al-Islami. 
Cairo, Maktaba al-Musanniful Misr, 1951. 55p_. 
Covers muslim world from beginning of Hijri era upto 
middle ages. Contains 20 maps conversion table of 
dates of A.D. and A.H. are listed with comprehensive 
index. 
ATLASES, HISTORICAL, ISLAM. 
233. Brice, William C , ed. Historical Atlas of Islam. 
Scale, 1, 100, 000. Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1981. 51p. 
Information about islamic history, use of routes by 
land and sea, helped over many centuries to maintain 
from Atlantic to Pacific. About 79 maps in addition 
the star charts with comprehensive index. 
ATLASES, HISTORICAL, ISLAM. 
234. Hazrad, H.W. Atlas of Islamic history. Scale 1,40, 
00, 000. Princeton, University Press, 1954. 81p. 
Arranged in chronologically with historical notes, 
important dates in left hand side pages giving histo-
rical development and on the right hand side pages 
coloured maps are given. 
ATLASES, HISTORICAL, MUSLIM. 
235. Gomaa, Ibrahim. Historical chart of the muslim world, 
112 
Leiden, E.J. 1972. 
Translated from the lurfat al-ashab fi marifat al-
ansab- ( c > uJ„yV.5L-J»^ _i-J_^  Lrv/"^ ci ->7^ ) by Ibn 
Rusul. Survey of the historical development of ansab 
literature and the reasons for its importance. List 
of 100 genealogical treatise such as Kashf-al-Zunun 
and al-Fihrist. ( cJl—^-^r^—^ "^  ^  ci^J-^-^^ C-^J>.^:~^ )^ 
ATLASES, HISTORICAL, PEOPLES, MUSLIM. 
236. Roolvink, R. Historical Atlas of the muslim peoples. 
Amsterdam, Djambatan, 1957. 92p. 
Covers whole muslim world from Spain to Indonesia 
shows different areas in different regime and period. 
Maps are coloured in different shades with index by 
name of the places. 
ATLASES, HISTORICAL, PRE-ISLAMIC - 2 0TH CENTURY. 
237. Balakhi, abi Jaid Ahmad bin Sahl. Kitabu Surual 
Aqalim. ( ^\;,y\ .^.^^^ JCJ ). Leiden Brill Press 
1967. 8v. 
Set of eight volume describes the whole world from 
pre-Islamic period to 20th century. Islamic countries 
with details of important cities, biggest river, sea, 
mountains and physical nautre of the Arab world with 
alphabetical indiex. 
ATLASES, PHYSICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL. 
238. Alvi, Syed Mohd. Ziauddin. Al-Geographia al- Arabia. 
113 
( A_^ >^  VAS\ a^ _^ \-r*-^ ^ *^ Kuwait, University of 
Kuwait, 1980. 
Arab geographical account covered 9th and 10th 
century. Divided into three parts. Part 1. discusses 
surface of Arabia with highlighted end of eighth cen-
tury geographical account. Part 2. discusses critical 
stuy on geography in respective branches. Part 3. dis-
cusses Arab countries geographical nature with good 
index. 
DIRECTORIES 
DIRECTORIES, ARAB COUNTRIES. 
239. Rudkin, A. A book world directory of the Arab coun-
tries. London, 1981. xiv, 143p. 
Covers twenty countries, entries concise and factual 
by country and in upto six sections for each; libra-
ries; book sellers; publishers; institutional publi-
shers; newspapers; periodicals. Has minor criticisms 
that some of the information is upto two years out of 
date. 
DIRECTORIES, PERIODICALS. 
240 Arab league educational, cultural and scientific Orga-
nisation. Arab periodicals; general directory of cu-
rrent periodicals issued in the Arab world. Cairo, 
1973. 99, 273p. 
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Text in Arabic and English gives all subjects infor-
mation especially latest information in the field of 
science and technology. 
GAZETTEERS 
GAZETTEERS, ARAB-WORLD, PRE-ISLAMIC - EARLY ISLAMIC PERIOD. 
241. Al-Undulusi, Abi Ubaid Abdull bin Abdel Aziz. Muja-
mumastajama min asmael bilad wal-mawadhe. ( 
^ ^ ^ \ J J >vi_^  \ >\.^ \^ ;^  ^ ^Ji^l U > ^ ). Beirut, 
Aleemul Kutub, [n.d.]. 3v. 
Set of three volumes gives information about the 
geographical area in the Arab world, name of places, 
rivers and mountains from the pre-Islamic period to 
early Islamic period arranged alphabetically, v.l. 
deals with Alif to Tha. v.2. deals with Jim to Ja. 
and v. 3. deals with Sin to end with index. 
GAZETTEERS, ISLAMIC-WORLD. 
242. An-Nasibi, Abil Qaseem Ibn Hauqal. Kitab Suratul 
Ardh. { y^y'/'V'^ - y^ ^ ' ^ )• Leiden, Brill Press, 
1938. 3v. 
Set of three volumes, volume one description of 
western part of Islamic world, tribes, and passages, 
v.2. several passages which do not occur in v.l, 
author's travels and digressions on the Fatimid rulers 
V.3. containing the description of different countries 
subdivided into numbered paragraphs with maps and index. 
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GAZETTEERS, WORLD-MUSLIM. 
243. Khalid Ikramulla Khan, ed. 'World Muslim gazetteer. 
Karachi, Umma Pub, Home, 1975, 986p. 
Gives historical development and statistical survey 
about economic advancement and educational progress. 
Divided in to four parts. Part 1. independent muslim 
countries. Part 2. muslim countries or areas under 
control by non muslim. Part 3. organisations in muslim 
world. Part 4. muslim world in figures, muslim popula-
tion of the world and flags of muslim countries. 
MONUMENTS 
BUILDING,MUBARAK MANZIL, HOOGHLY. 
244. Abdul Wall. Madrann and Mubarak-Manzil in the district 
Hooghly. Journ. of Asiatic society of Bengal. New 
Series, pp. 131-8. 1729-31. 
Article indicates about the construction of Mubarak 
Manzil The Mubarak Manzil was a caravansari of which 
two gateways remain until now. 
DESCRIPTIONS, ARCHITECTURAL, MUGHAL. 
245. Abdul Haqq. Gharabat-nighar. ( (^ l^ c_I^ ,^_^  ). 410pp. 
180, with 19 plates. Akmalul Matabi, Delhi, 1876. 
Critically examined the architectural methods and des-
cription of famous building in India which were 
constructed by Mughals. 
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INSCRIPTIONS, SUFIS-GRAVEYARD, MOHD. UTHMAN. 
246. Bakhs, Boloch Nabi. The burial place of Sultan Muhammad 
bin Tughlak. Islamic Culture, xxii, pp. 71-4. 1948. 
Contains two inscriptions from the muslim of a saint 
named Makhdum Muhammad Uthman Marwandi { cs. o^ ^jr* 
.cl^L^O—•-^ {>0^) al-Sehwan in Sind. One yiving the 
date of the muslims who are expired. 
CALENDERS 
CALENDERS, ISLAMIC. 
247. Hashim,Amir Ali. Upstream downstream reconstruction 
of Islamic chronology. Patna, Khuda Baksh Oriental Pub-
lic Library, 1977. 96p. 
Two verses of Quran generally interpreted as the pro-
hibition of interclation, suggestionto adopt the purely 
solar calendar them prevalent both among Iranians and 
Christians and against the Luni-Solar calender of the 
Jews followed by the muslim. Reference tool for 
islamic choronology. 
CALENDERS, LUNI-SOLAR. 
248. Alavi, Ishaqunnabi. Arab Calender prevalent during 
the life time of Muhammad; and Indian discovery. Rampur, 
Institute of Oriental studies, 1968. 48p. 
Life of Muhammad (PBUH) with contradictory chronology 
and double calender theory. Two different calenders 
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were present in Macca and Madina viz. Luni-Solar and 
lunar respectively. 
CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIUM 
CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIUM 
249. Hakim, Mohammad Said. Al-Biruni commemorative volume. 
Pakistan, Hamdard National Foundation, 1973. 
International conference on Al-Biruni had a two-fold 
objective. One hand it sought to stimulate the world 
scholarship in studying the works of Al-Biruni the 
great polymath and his contemporaries. On other hand 
acquainting the world with the rich cultural heritage 
and remarkable traditions of the medieval ages. At the 
congress over seventy scholarly papers were presented 
on modern scientific theories with illustrative photos. 
PERIODICALS 
PERIODICALS, CATALOGUE, SERIALS, 1800-1965. 
250. Ahmed-Bioud, Abdelghani. 3200 revues et journaux 
arabes de 1800 a 1965; titres arabes et titres transli-
tteres. Reportorire etablipar Ahmad-Bioud. Paris, Bib-
liotheque Natinale, 1969. 252p. 
Locates files of the periodicals listed in libraries 
throughout the world. Alphabetical title listing with 
index by transliterated form. Includes supplement of 
230 revues et journaux tunisienes. 
us 
PERIODICALS, GENERAL. 
251. Al-Dari, Abdulla Ahmad, ed. Ar-Rabita. ( A _ ^ 1 ^ ' ). 
Macca, Vol. 324, Nos. 2, January 1992. 
Monthly periodical consists of different field of know-
ledge with an account of comparison with Quran. 
Provides articles on Baitul Muqaddith, Merajun Nabi 
with philosophically point of view and women smokers a 
new dangerious matter. 
PERIODICALS, GENERAL. 
252. Al-Falahi, Abbas al-attad. Al-Mujahid. ( ,>_a>L^ 1 ). 
Algerie, Vol. 3, Nos. 1201, August 1982. 
Monthly periodical covers political, economical, cul-
tural, literary essays and other aspect of knowledge. 
PERIODICALS, GENERAL. 
253. United Arab Republic. Ministry of Culture. Egyptian 
Publication Bulletin 1970-. Cairo, The National Library 
Press, 1971. 839p. 
Covers the legal deposit items for 1970. Includes two 
sections. Section 1. list of books in Arabic and 
section 2. list of publications in foreign languages. 
DDC is followed and indices for authors, titles, 
subjects and publishers are provided. 
PERIODICALS, ISLAMIC, DOCTORINES. 
254. Souete de Baaque Scusse. Al-Muslimoon. Geneva, V.l. 
No. 1, May 1961. 
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Religions monthly journal, discusses islamic doctorine, 
brother hood and way of life standard islamic 
periodical. 
PERIODICALS, LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 
255. Arzu, Mukhtaruddin Ahmad, ed. Al-Majmaul Ilmi Al-Hindi, 
( cjro-^-^J^e-^y'^'^ ^-^'^ ^ ' -^liyarh, Arabic department 
A.M.U., Vol.10, No. 1-2, November 1985. 
Halfyearly journal from Arabic department, Aligarh 
Muslim University deals with latest articles on Arabic 
language and literature. 
PERIODICALS, LITERARY-CULTURAL. 
256. Ash-Shubeki, Ali, ed. Al-Ma'lam Al-Jadid. (o^-^  j^ iVbJ.I ) • 
Baghdad, Vol. 25, No.l, January 1962. 
Monthly journal covers articles research materials on 
Arabic culture, society and literature. Articles 
contributed by various persons. 
PERIODICALS, LITERATURE, ISLAMIC. 
257. Al-Faruqi, Nisar Ahmad, ed. Thaqafat'ul Hind. 
( ^>u^^^'a^) . Vol. 42, No. 3, January-March 1991. 
Quarterly journal in the field of cultural activities 
articles, research materials related to India and 
other countries in Arabic language and literature and 
other subjects published from council for cultural 
relation. 
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PERIODICALS, LITERATURE, ISLAMIC. 
258. Al-Muntaziri, Ayatulla al-Azmi. Al-Tawhid. ( ,^^-^^\) . 
Iran. Vol. 13, Nos. 4, December, 1985 - January, 1986. 
Bimonthly journal covers Islamic thought and unity of 
Islam provides articles on Quranic literature, tradi-
tions, poetry, psycology and behaviriou stic history, 
economic and literature and other current topics. 
PERIODICALS, MEDICINES-HOSPITALS, UNANI. 
259. Askari, S.H. Medicines and Hospitals in Muslims India. 
Journal of Bihar Research Socy. xliii, pp. 7-21. 1957. 
Journal included contributions of Indian Muslims to-
wards' the Medical sciences especially in" Unani medicine 
and establishment of hospitals. 
PERIODICALS, POLITICAL, BILINGUAL, ENGLISH. 
260. Ahmad Hussain. Al-Hewar. ( y \ ^ \ ) . Iran; Islamic 
centre for political research. Vol. 6, Nos. 37, April-
June 1988. 
Quarterly periodical deals with political and ideolo-
gical writings both in the Arabic and English. Arranged 
systematically. 
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